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THE FUNCTION OF THE NORM AL SCHOOL
IN ACAD EMIC EDUC ATION.
PRESIDE NT JOHN A. H. KEITH, OSHKOSH , WISCONS IN.

(Deliver<l at Meeting of N. E. A., Chicago, Tues<lay, July 9, 2:30 P.
M.)

Our word academic comes from the name of the grove near A thens
in which Plato taught and has now, as an adjectiv, three distinct meaubgs , viz., first conform ing to scholasti c traditions and rules; second,
literary or classical in distincti on from technica l or scientific ; thi
rd,
belongin g to a higher institutio n of learning . I could not bring myself
to discuss "The Function of the Normal School in Educatio n that conforms to scholasti c tradition s and rules ;" nor yet to discuss " The
Function of the Normal School in Ed ucat ion which is literary or classical
,
in distincti on from technica l or scientifi c," because, in our democra
cy,
there is no place for educatio n that conform s to scholasti c tradition s nor
that is exclusiv ly literary or classical . I think the Chairma n wanted
me to discuss "The Function of the Normal School in Higher Education," and I accordin gly address myself to that topic.
I.
Ever since high school graduate s began to come to the normal
schools in significa n t numbers , the normal schools have sought some
ac.:redite d relation with the colleges and universit ies. The contenti
on
was and is that two years of work in a normal school ought to be ·and
is
the substant ial equivale nt of two years of work in college. The growth
of the electiv system together with the lessening of the foren language
requirem ents in colleges and the improve ment in subject matter and
teaching in normal schools have made the contentio n substant ially true
in some college courses. No normal school would seek in a two years'
course to give the same work as is givtn in a college or to give
the
work that is common to the two courses in the same way. Despite this
differenc e, nearly every state normal school in the country has accredite
d
relations with colleges and universit ies, and this fact is a substant
ial
recogniti on of the work of the normal school as being of college grade
.
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In some sections of our country the colleges and universities were
slow to recognize normal schools. A dozen years ago, a normal school
diploma simply entitled a person to take the entrance examination at our
leading universities. T his fact of tardy recogn ition was like "sand
under the saddle" to normal school graduates, teachers, and presidents.
The high schools were multiplying rapidly, supreme courts held that
high schools are public schools, normal school graduates were shut out
from high school positions, - therefore, many normal schools began to
extend their courses to the college s tandard of four years and to gain
degree conferring power. Several schools succeding in both these endevors are now s ubstantially colleges. My sympathies are entirely with
this movement because I do not believe any school can, in two years,
train the present high school product to that degree of effi<'.iency which
the public schools demand. It has been urgd that four years is too
long a time for a girl to give to preparation for teaching when probably
she will be captured by Cupid in a few years. T he answer to this is twofold: first, the period of preparation is not regarded as too long for those
who are to t each in high schools and they do not usually teach for a
longer period than do those who teach in the grades; second, if a fouryear course in a normal school included in addition to what it now cont ains the Domestic Science, Domestic Art, Dietetics, and Household
Management that it ought to include as a preparat ion for teaching, it
would be the best Home Makers' Course ever devised, and would prove
a wise investment for society and the individ ual alike.
Still, whether courses in normal schools be extended or kept as they
are, it is recognized t hat their work is of college grade, that it is vocational, and t hat an earnest body of men and women are endevoring to
make normal schools more servisable to society.
II.
But there is another aspect of higher education to which I wish to
call your attention. Everyone who has known the facts has been astonisht at the increase iu the number of students in higher educational
institutions in this country in the past twenty-five years. The increase
has been greatest in our·state universities. The end is not yet in s ight.
The fundamental facts underlying this increase in higher education are
increasing welth and a belief in the value of a college education.
Take any of our Middle Western states for illustration. The college
attendance is large and growing year by year. In Minnesota it is above
5000. In ten years this attendance will reach 7,500, or possibly ro,ooo.
Now, the fundamental question is: Would it be a wise thing for the stat e
to have so la rge a number of s tudents in one institution? There is no
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dout that it would be advantageous for a state to have 10,000 students
in colleges and universities, bnt shonld snch a crowd be gotten together?
I need not point out the dangers that inhere in any snch program,
because, from any point of view save that of institutional aggrandizement, they are obvious.
This question being answerd in favor of dispersal, the next question is as to the how. Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, and some other states
will probably develop two state universities, while Illinois, Missouri,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, and others will probably develop but one such
school. In these states in which the Agricultural and Mechanic Arts
Colleges are combined with the state university, the problem will soonest
become acute. In some of them it has alredy reacht this stage.
A strong central institution with facilities and men traind to carry
on investigations in pressi ng social and industrial problems is desirable
from every point of view. To have two such institntions in a state and
each dependent on the Legislature is to invite hostility, finesse, and intrigue as well as embitterd rivalry. The dispersal ca'n be made to
better advantage by having the work of the first two years of the different college courses done at convenient centers in the state. To establish
such Junior Colleges de novo would be an enormous expense and beset
with many difficulties. To have this work done in the existing state
normal schools is a simpler and better solution of the problem.
In the first place, the expense of dispersal is minimized at the start
and will increase only as the actual demands for this work increase. The
existing plants can be modified to carry on this work mnch more cheaply than new ones can be bilt. If the equipment and teaching force are
not equal to this additional bnrden, they can be increast and improved.
In the second place, I fancy that the straightforward scholarship
thns demanded will have a much needed tonic effect on some of the work
in some normal schools. Puttering is easy and professional work is
prone to run off into discussion and exchange of opinion. A tonic is
needed and I believe that the doing of two years of college work will
tend to give a tone of scholarship without injury to the fundamental
work of the normal school.
Furthermore, such a plan would enable a normal school to put its
own teaching in many subjects it\to direct comparison with the college
type of teaching. This would result in a new kind of evidence that
would probably lead to improvement either in college teaching or in normal school teaching.
If we turn to a consideration of the proposed plan of dispersal from
the point of view of the individual student, other advantages appear.
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With smaller classes, a more personal attention is the students' gain .
Presumably the normal school teacher's concern is in teaching rather
than in exposition. This ought to insure better learning and a more desirable growth in power. It is my firm conviction that if a normal
school goes seriously about the matter of teaching the first two years of
college work, it can do better teaching than most of our universities do
now.
Then, too, there is a greater sense of personal responsibility felt by
a student in a class of twenty in college physics or biology or mathematics than would be felt by the same s tudent in a class of three hundred.
This sense of personal responsibility is itself an educativ force of no
mean merit.
Again, in a broad social way, the proposed plan has advantages. It
is worth a good deal to put the opportunity for the beginning of a college
course within the reach of every boy and girl, and at the same time to
have them relativly near home. It brings higher education to the
people as has never bee:1 done before. Normal school students have been
noted for their earnestness. This results from their "life-career motiv." To have two years of college work done in such an atmosphere
is a great social gain. There is no good reason why college work should
become a synonym for "club life." lusted it would be distinctly better
if it had more hard work about it and less froth and foam.
To this plan there are two objections. The first is that this is not
what the normal schools were establisht to do. This is true, but all
institutions are establisht for servis to society, and with the changing
needs of society, the concrete servis required changes also. It is my
judgment that in certain of our Middle Western states now, society can
best serv itself by having the state normal schools do the first two years
of college work. Normal schools have been peculiar institutions so long
that some of them have grown peculiar.
The second objection is that the doing of two years of college work
will destroy the spirit of the normal school. I do not believe that the
normal school spirit is so easily destroyd. It might be broadend a bit
without injury in most schools and might even , since it is the greater, be
made to include the less. Besides, if the signs of the times can be relied
upon, college education will soon be vocational again. It seems to me
that the normal schools can help these signs come true by undertaking
the first two years of college work.
To summarize:- I have endevord to show ( r) that th<! work of
the normal school is substantially a part of higher vocational education,
and ( 2) that these schools ought now to help forward the cause of higher
education by. offering two years of college work.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN SCHOOLS
C. A.

MCMURRY.

( Red at the Chicago Meeting of the N . E. A.)

The characteristic of the Arts and Crafts' work is manual effort.
It consists in directing motor action along typical lines of construction
in special trades. We will sum up the grounds on which this motor
activity is recommended to the schools.
First: It supplies an educativ outlet for the great physical energy
of the children. This powerful impulse for activity in constructiv work
has not always caught the attention of the teacher, but we may be
justified in saying that the constructiv instinct in chi ldren is as strong as
the play instinct. Froebe! discoverd in play a source of educativ power
unsuspected before. Constructiv exercises may have an equal value.
Concentration of school labor upon mental work for the whole time leads
the teacher to neglect the physical, but in race development physical
energy has ever been conspicuous in many ways, in wars, in industries
and in many phases of national life. The extravagance manifested in
athletics in recent years may be due in part to the fact that opportunities
for physical activity have largely been cut off in other directions.
Second: Our psychology greatly strengthens the argument for
motor .action. Our present psychology centers in the statement that
every sense impression tends to work out thru a nervous path-way into
motor action. The process of education is the process of bilding up
the co-ordination of ideas with muscles thru motor nerves. Children are
very receptiv of ideas, but they are equally pronounst in their motor
reactions. One who observes children will be convinst that the motor
action is one of their striking characteristics.
Thi rd : Mastering the difficulties of construction leads on to mental
as well as muscular control. The child is getting possession of himself.
Fonrth: The right k ind of motor training leads to the same kind
of helthy physical development as well regulated sports. One-sided
devotion to purely mental purs uits cannot be profitable in the long run.
Fifth: A full equipment of shops, gardens, and oth er facilities of
work for all children is an obvious need of our present life.
Sixth: To sum the matter up t he large problem is, how the child
is to work hi~ way into proper relations in the physical world and to the
social world about him. Not only thru ideals in books and stories, but
thru practical co-operation with his fellows, the chiid should acquire
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skilful reaction and social training. A boy working in the shops and
gardens will acquire gradually an interest in and respect for carpenters,
gardeners, etc.
Children thus gain many sympathetic and appreciativ
insights. The arts therefore lead all studies more directly into the motor
world of industrial an(\ social life.
We may sum up the matter by saying, that training in the arts will
round out and complete those series of physical and mental activities
thru which the child is brought into relation with the world about him.
If the conclusions stated above are justified, the great moral value
of the arts in the education of children lies in their ability to give appreciation of our duties to our fellow men. T he business relations of men
in shops, fields, and factories, the moral duties of men to each other in
financial ways are strongly emfasized.
The principles of justis and
fair dealing come out clearly and unmistakably. One great field of
practical morality today is found in the business relations of the indust rial world.
The manual arts are now being emfasized in their relation to vocational training. The Industrial Arts in schools prepare for vocational
life in two ways:First: By giving variety of motor training and a versatil mental
attitude toward constructiv problems. It trains one to adjust himself to
new situations.
Second: By giving a positiv experience and knowledge of several
typical arts, greatly facilitating the mastery of any particular art when
the time comes to specialize. In these two respects a strong course in
the Manual Arts, laid out along the line of a few fundamental crafts
such as joinery, textils, and book binding, will yield a rich culture
value to the course of study, and, at the same time, a motor training
which is sufficiently definit to prepare for a wide variety of special
vocations. A high degree of excellence in any art is not obtaind by
Grammar Grade children, certainly not the expert skill of adult workmen .
This belongs to those who in the period of apprentisship and in adult
life devote themselves mainly and for years to a specialty.
RELATION OF MANUAL .ARTS TO ESTHETI CS.
A close relation is now developing between the manual arts and fine
arts as illustrated in drawing, designing, etc.
The esthetic element has been gaining entrance to our school work
in several ways, in drawing, of course, but also in literature, in music, in
domestic science, and incidentally in many other ways. It is natural for
children to introduce some element of beauty into their constructions.
It is difficult to see how a controlling esthetic element can be kept out of
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the manual arts. First, because the impulse to esthetic expression is
well nigh universal; and second, because in the productiv industries,
art as a controling element is everywhere making itself felt.
Most
articles designd and produced in the shops, mills, and factories have a
markt esthetic quality, and the more clearly the art sentiment is
exprest in these products the more valuable they are and the more
desired.
The manual arts must put themselves in harmony with this demand
for esthetic expression now so dominant in the industries.
In this sense the Manual Arts as now being introduced and workt
out in the schools may have a highly liberalizing influence upon education.
The desire for skill, efficiency and finish in workmanship is closely
allied to the esthetic instinct. The projection of esthetic ideals into
common industrial products will slowly lift all the trades and crafts to a
higher level.
Those nations are taking a controling place in industrial activities
which show superiority in esthetic production of the various fabrics.
One danger of our age is that of materialism and utilitarianism
which are not redeemd by ideals. The spirit of art everywhere intro·
duces an ideal quality into the labors of man, and redeems them from
the baseness that attaches to the merely material.
All of onr trades and crafts, so far as our system of machine-made
products admits, should be raisd to some esthetic s tandard. The faults
from which such an infusion of art sentiment would liberate our industries, may be designated as poor and shoddy workmansip, ugliness,
drudgery, and cramping narrowness in the workman.
It would be a blessing to millions of people if, thru the schools, the
labors of men and women could be lifted up to art standards. It would
also add a strong thought element of superior quality to the Manual Arts
as school studies. Lookt at from the standpoint of artistic design,
all of our school arts can be made thought studies of the first rank, not
mere manual and physical dexterities.
In this way, on the basis of a rich thought content , including design,
constructiv principles, and knowledge of materials and tools, the manual
arts in the schools are brought up to the full thought standard of
other important studies.
' industrial
In this way, we may arrive at a course of study in the
arts that has a substantial basis, a r ich thought content, based upon a few
simple fuildamental human industries, historically develop!, and deeply
interwoven with the progress of human life and thought.
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A course of study in the arts will thus relate itself to all leading
thought studies, not merely as a motor outlet for pent up muscular energies, but involving also the esthetic ideals of the race. These are
gradually incorporated into the prevailing industrial activities of men
upon which our modern progress in social organization is based.

VOCAT IONAL TRAINING, T HE KEYNOTE OF THE
N. E. A.
MISS GERTRUDE M. LONGENECKER.

The keynote of the N. E. A. this year seems to have been the need
for re-direction of education so as to provide wider opportunities within
the school for the great majority of the children . The conviction is
growmg that the school has catered to the needs of t he minority, that
its emfasis upon the academic subjects, to the neglect of industrial
arts, has offerd a kind of vocational training for the small per centage
of students who pass thru the elementary and high schools and
colleges into the professions of law, medicine, the ministry and education. The demand is becoming insistent that the schools cease to
limit vocational training to the professions and offer such a variety of
activities that the great majority, who leave school during, or at the
close of, the elementary school, shall have opportunity to discover their
natural aptitudes and to develop some degree of skill in some line
before they are obliged to take their place among bred-winners.
PROF. C. A. PROSSER'S ADDRESS.
The last session of the Department of Elementary Edncation was
a round-table conference which confined its discussion to the topic:
The place of training in the practical arts in the upper grades of the
elementary school as a part of a program of general education and
vocational guidance.
The opening address was given by Mr. C. A . Prosser, secretary
of the National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education.
Mr. Prosser said that only three-quarters of the children stay in school
beyond the 6th grade, only one-half beyond the 7th. These children
leaving the elementary school every year, enter industries not knowing
what work they are best adapted for and with no special training.
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In consequence they accept the first "job" which is offerd and
statistics show that the untraind workers move from job to job every
four months on the average. This constant movement means a great
waste of human resources as well as a waste of commercial productivness.
Mr. Prosser wonld have the school attempt to remedy this
condition by giving to children between twelv and fourteen years of
age many different kinds of manual training in the effort to discover
the aptitudes of the children.
Childre11 shonld be allowd to enter
these courses at twelv years of age regardless of their position i11 the
course of study. A fourth grade child should be eligible quite as
much as a seventh grade. The equipment should consist of a few
outfits for each of many different kinds of industrial work and
instruction should be as nearly i11dividual as possible. After two
years of such trying-out the child with his teacher's help will be
prepared to make a choice of vocation. For the next two years he
should be given special vocational training so that he may develop
skill for some one line of activity before entering upon his work of
bred-winning.
MR. FRANK M . LEAV ITT'S ADDRESS.
Mr. Prosser was followd by Mr. Frank M. Leavitt, Associate
Professor of Industrial Education, University of Chicago, who urgd
that the efficiency of education s hould be mesured by the degree of
resourcefulness and adaptability that it develops in pnpils and that
children who are not able to handle the academic work of the school
should be g iven opportunity to "find themselves" in some other kind
of work.
MR. JOHN C. BROADHEAD'S ADDRESS.
Mr. John C. Broadhead, Ass istant Director of Manual Arts in
Boston, pleaded for greater emfasis on the methods of work in
manual traini11g and less on the fin isht product.
So long as the
public mesures the worth of the manual training teacher's work by
the beautifully finisht table or tabaret, the teacher will be tempted
to get finisht-looking work at the expense of the child's own activity
and constructiv thinking.
The teacher who is likely to err most in
this direction is the artisan who has come into the teaching of
manual arts without sufficient pedagogi~al training or insight.
MR . E. G.
The informal discussion
Mr. E. G. Cooley, one-time
for several years past has

COOLEY'S ADDRESS.
following these three papers was led by
Superintendent of Chicago Schools, who
been studying industrial education in
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Europe. Mr. Cooley did not favor Mr. Prosser's plan of bunching
the industrial training in the upper grades of the elementary school.
It can he accomplisht more effectivly by spreding it out thru
the eight grades. The American elementary school is the finest in
the wortd, Mr. Cooley stated. Germany out ranks us in secondary
education, but admits our superiority in the elementary field. This
is largely due to the strong infusion of Froebelian philosofy into
our elementary education. Germany has not so completely accepted
Froebelianism . We would do well to push farther in the same direction. The kindergarten turns the activity of the children to account
in its handwork as well as in games and plays. The elementary
grades need a carefully graded system of manual arts reaching from
kindergarten to 8th grade. These school arts should form the basis for
vocational training, and thus provide for the development of manual
skill and activity all the way thru the grades.
WHITE-SHI RT BRIGADE VS. BLACK-SHI RT BRIGADE
Mr. Cooley also cald attention to the fact that educators have
assumed that vocational work should be provided for the inferior
students, that incapacity in academic work is an excuse for vocational
education. This is a serious error. Education should not select out
dullards for the industries. It establishes undesirable class distinctions.
The white-shirt brigade is no branier than the black-shirt brigade. If
the boy who takes up the black-shirt job is discriminated against socially,
he will give it up for inferior white-shirt jobs at lower wages. Squi rting
soda-water should not be regarded as a higher type of work than carpentering. Different occupations should not be regarded as inferior or
superior. Neither should the work of men and women be so regarded.
DR. CHARLES McMURRY'S ADDRESS.
Dr. Charles McMurry said that if indu5trial education would be
regarded as of equal worth with academic work it must be able to show
an equal thought content.
In all of the older studies there is an organized body of thought.
There must be an equally progressiv thought development in the course
of study in the industrial arts from the kindergarten up, a progressiv
series of problems requiring growth in mental power and manual skill.
The child must design his own constructions and solv his own problems.
Manual training should be essentially a thought-proce ss and force the
worker to correct thinking.
Mr. Prosser closed the discussion. He agreed with Mr. Cooley that
an effectiv system of manual arts thruout the grades would be a
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better solution than bunching in the upper grades but said that such a
thoro system does not exist and needs to be constructed from the
kindergarten up. In the meantime great numbers of children are
leaving school without any sort of vocational education or guidance.
These children need testing out in the schools and we must meet their
need now in some way even tho it is not the best way.
In reply to Dr. McMurry, Mr. Prosser said that there should be no
divorce between the manual and academic work. The tragedy of the
position of manual training has been the aloofness of other studies which
have denied to manual training the opportunity to justify itself by
cooperation with other studies.
This one session of the Department of Elementary Education,
typical as it was of discussion in other sections, indicates that education
today is trying to ally itself with life and the problems of life. Its effort
is to put itself in touch with real difficulties to life conditions and to
meet these difficulties with practical helpfulness. It is a hopeful sign
for the children and offers a great field for earnest men and women who
would put their shoulders to the wheel and push for better conditions of
living for the generation coming on.

A DEFENSE OF SIMPLIFIED SPELLING.
PRESIDENT DAVID FEJ.MLF.Y.

The question has been raised by some of our subscribers, why
should simplified spelling be used in the Alumni Quarterly?
This is our answer:-Speech is fundamentally oral. The alfabet is a device for representing its sounds so as to make spoken and written language fundamentally one. To call the organ of sight
and to write it, eye, is
practically the same as to use an independent word sign in written
speech- just as the Chinese do. An alfabet does not function properly
unless each character represents always the same sound and each sound
is represented only by a simple character. English spelling violates this
simple law in many thousands of cases. Thus the letter o represents
six different sounds in go, not, corn, do, wolf, word. The vowel sound
heard in end is represented by a in any, by ai in said, by ay in says, by ei
in heifer, by ie in friend, by eo in leopard, by ea in head, by ae in aesthetic.

ay
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This important function of our alfabet delays learning to read
among English-speaking children.
Dr. W. T. Harris used to say it
put them at least a year behind German or Italian children. English
of all European tungs is the easiest to learn to speak, the hardest to
learn to read and write correctly.
It makes correct spelling well-nigh impossible. Not one per cent
of our people can spell their reading vocabulary . It is probable that
not twenty per cent of them can spell correctly all the words they use
in correspondence. From every college class room, from every business
offis, the cry goes up that our children cannot spell ; yet spelling is a
daily exercise in every schoolroom in the land.
English spelling is so irrational that it is the greatest obstacle in
bringing children to the conviction that law, order, reason prevail in
the world that God has made. \1/hy shall we spell receipt with a p
but omit it in conceit and deceit? Why add the e in composite and omit
it in deposit? Why double the r in burr and purr and not in fur and
cur? Why the useless bin lamb and thumb and not in ham and chum?
Is it any wonder that level-heded men from Ben Johnson to Andrew
Carnegie have united in condemnation of our English :,pelling? The
following list of adjectivs applied to it has been collected from writers
of eminence:
irrational
illogical
unreasonable
accidental
anom alous
con1plex
unhistorical
inconsistent
unnatural
difficult

indefensible
burdensome
unwieldly
awkward
cumbersome
cumbrous
bungling
intricate
wasteful
clisorclerd

round-a-bout
confused
corrupted
antiquated
barbarous
eccentric
whimsical
senseless
crooked
tortuous

misleacling
contradictory
wretched
depraved
lying
tyranical
absurd
111onstrous

atrocious
awful

.6.ndrew D. White calls it "our abomi nable spelling."
Lord Lytton
in "The Caxtons," speaks of "our accursed spell_ing- a lying, roundabout, puzzle-heded delusion, concocted by the father of falsehood by
which the clear instincts of trnth are c011fused." Horace Mann said :
An exposition of all the contradictions, complexities and tortuosities in
the formation of our language can never be given by any finite mind.
Unfonetic spelling stand~ in the way of elegant, accurate, and
uniform pronunciation.
If words were pronounst as they are speld
(and speld as they ought to be) we should not hear self-educated men
say con-du-it for condit, favorite for favorit, genuine for genuin.
There is no space to set forth other defects of our written speech,
nor to recount the long story of the historical changes in our language
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that have wrought the mischief. The real question is, What are we
going to do about it? Shall we permit the present orthografy with its
needless burden upon helpless childhood to live on for all the years
to come?
Dontless many of our readers are redy to say: "I learnd to spell
in my childhood, or in those strenuous days at Normal ; why should I
learn again? Spelling is with rue an automatic process and I wish it to
remain so. Why disturb establisht habits? Every strange spelling I see
interrupts my thought, and it is besides an offense to my eye. Around
the old forms have grown up associations that are quite dear to me."
Our answer is this: The desire to promote the general good is the
highest motiv known to modern man. The progressiv improvement of
our spelling rests on precisely the same intellectual basis as the progressiv improvement of our roads, laws, schools, transportation, medic3.J
practis, or any other social utility. In all these as in our language we
have a two-fold duty: first, to follow good usage; second, to assist in
bettering bad usage.
So far as the esthetic objection is concernd the repugnance· to a
new spelling and the affection for the old are simply matters of habitof nervous reaction that we share with the lower animals. A horse
will shy at an unfamiliar object, a dog will bark at a stranger, a cow
will stare at a new gate; yet the gate may be a much-needed improvement, the stranger a better man than the dog's familiar master. To put
habit above reason and intelligence is forever to bar the road to social
advancement.
Can anything be done? Germany, Austria, and Switzerland a
generation ago agreed upon certain simplifications of German spelling.
The reform was put in the schools. Now one rarely meets in a German
book the older spellings, rath, roth, or thun. Our decentralized schools
and state control makes go~ermental action impracticable. We may
simplify our spelling, however, as was done nearly a century ago under
leadership of Noah Webster, in substituting plow for plough, center for
centre; labor for labour. Wherever a dictionary or learned society entitled to speak authori;:es a simpler form, we may use it. As the eyes
of the people become accustomd to the new form , the esthetic objections disappear, and its intrinsic reasonableness will win the day. If
we wait for all people to start together, we shall never begin. Somebody must lead the way. Are there any upon whom the task of leading
in this reform, so mighty in its significance to generations yet unborn,
rests as a higher· and holier duty than upon the teachers of our nation?
The following words from Max Muller are to the point:
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"If my friends tell me that the idea of a reform of spelling is
Quixotic, that is a mere waste of time to try to influence a whole nation
to surrender its historical orthografy and to write fonetically, I bow
to their superior wisdom as men of the world. But as I am not a man
of the world, my interest in the subject , my convictions as to what is
right and wrong, remain just the same. It is the duty of scholars and
philosofers not to shrink from holding and expressing what men of
the world call Qnixotic opinions; for, if I read history of the world
rightly, the .victory of reason over unreason, and the whole progress of
our race, have generally been achievd by such fools as onrselvs 'rushing
in where angels fear to tred,' till after a time the track becomes beaten,
and even angels are no longer afraid."

DEATH OF MRS. PRICER.
On Thursday morning, July 4th, occurd the deth of Mrs. John
L. Pricer.
Altho Mrs. Pricer had been in poor helth for a few
months it was thought that she was improving, and her deth, which
came after a short illness of two weeks, was a great shock to her family
and the entire comm unity. Mrs. P ricer was & woman of unusual sweetness of character. She was lovd by everyone who knew her.
Her life
was devoted to her home and to the most loving care of her litt le daughter Dorothy, whose deth occurd May 2nd, just two months before.
Her deth comes as an almost unbearable sorrow to Mr. Pricer, and to
their little daughter Anna. They have the sympathy of the entire community.
Mr. Pricer's mother has come to live with them, and to help them
t o keep up their home.

EDITORIAL.
Doutless many will read with plesure the parts of this number of
the Quarterly which have been contributed by members of the class of
'92. It is our hope that some will do even more than
A Suggestion read with plesure these articles and letters.
It is our
hope that some loyal members of other classes will
take a suggestion from this reunion, "on paper," of the "World's Fair"
class and that we shall have the plesure in the future of serving other
classes in a similar way. The members of this class have in a way challenged all others to make a better showing, or to do a better thing.
Their "hats are in the ring." Who will take the challenge?
It was our intention to print in this number of the Quarterly a collection of letters and articles from members of the class of '93, but the
'92 people have taken up all the space. The '93 people will probably
''appear" in the next number.
It is perhaps well-known that our Alma Mater advertises only in her
own publications and thru her own students and graduates. The Quarterly only needs to drop the suggestion that this is the
Advertising
time of year when opportunity is ripe for the latter forms
of advertising. A little judicious effort now with the
right person, may do more good than you are likely to think. It might
help your Alma Mater; it might help some young person; and it might
help the children whom this young person may teach some day.

J ust suppose that you had not spent that last year or last term at
Normal and had not receivd your diploma, would your feeling for the
institution and for the friends you made here be materiThe Underg rad- ally changed? Are there not many undergraduate
uate Alumni
alumni who would like to keep in touch with the school
which means as m uch to them perhaps as it does to the
graduate alumni? Will you not show your copy of the Quarterly to a ny
such who happen to live in your community and tell them that we consider them, eligible to a place on our subscription list?

UNIVERSITY FOR THE QUARTER
The attendance during the first six

weeks of the summer school has past all
preYious enrolments.
The enrolment the
first Monday was 1228
and the total is 1632.
The town can hardly hold so many a nd a
few h ave spred over into Bloomington
in order to find desirable room.s and
boardi ng places. As it is, every available
room, no matter what may be its size,
a nd even a few attics arc being prest into

Summer School
Atte ndance

servis.

The general spirit a nd attitude

of the student body is admirable. The
wether was as cool as in northern \Visconsin and the last three weeks, altho
warmer , have been easily endurnd because
of the almost dnily rains. A majority of
the students seem youuger than usual
and the demand for the subjects covering
the 7th and 8th grade work has been

greater than ever before.

The nature

study, perce ntage, and grammar classes
have been fild to overflowing. Macoupin
County sent the largest number of students. This. of course, does not include
McLean County which had 246 enrold.
During the fifth week of the summer
school the students a nd the faculty of t he
Normal were delightSummer Le ctures eel with a series of ten
lectures on Evolution
in Education. These lectures were given
during reg ular c1ass periods and all classes adjourned in order to give all students
an opportunity of hearing them. Dr.
Tyler's lectures were full of interest and
practical common sense thruout. The
first fh-·e we re rather general. being devoted to helth and the development of
the body. He emfasized the importance of the digestiv organs-especially
in children. Children should have an
abundance of energy stored up in them
in order to develop properly .

The later lectures were devoted to
different pe riods in the child's l ife- closing witb t.be high school period. One
lecture was devoted to the ''Value of
Play."
Some quotations are as follows, 1 'Helth
is esse11tial to success and a state of helth
can be maintaiud only by t he helth of
the hevier m uscles. Henct:: many women
of today are not helthy because they de·
vclop only the finer muscles.
The
majority of women teachers are underfed
and have not enuf e nergy to teach suc•
cessfully. Much energy is wasted by
useless nervo us actions. Never lose one
particle of e nergy if you can possibly
avoid it. H e lth ancl holy come from t h e
same root and helthiness and holiness
are closely akin," ancl in his last lecture
he said,
"'fhe class work of the High School
must be made full of vitalit y and inspiration. Each lesson must be connected
with every dny life of the pupils. The
purpose of the High School is to give the
boy hope and inspiration- inspir a tion
that will carry him tliru the years of discouragement which so often come in
later years, in other words to give t h e
boy 1 'a shove.'' All of Dr. Tyler's lectures were full of the "joy of living" and
surely helpt every one who herd them.
The Board of Education held its an n ual
meeting, Wednesday, June 5, 1912. Following is a brief list
B oard Meeting
of action taken:-Pro·
fessor Henry McCormick was elected Vice-President emeritus
for the remai nder of his natural life, by
unanimous action of the Board.
Professor Beyer was appointed as s uccessor to P rof. McCormick, who h e ld t he
chair of history. Mr. Beyer's work here
the last three years has been brilliant a nd
progressiv.
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Leave of absence was granted to both
Miss Carrie A. Lyford, teacher in Household Science, and Miss Alice Jean Patterson, teacher in Nature Study. Both have
held a high place in the esteem of all and
will be greatly mist during their year
away at institutions of higher learning.
Miss Verna Coleman, Mr. Geo. Carle,
and Mr. Oren Barr ·07 were elected to
the positions of Physical Instructor of
women, Critic teacher o f the eighth
grade, and Critic of the seventh grade
(also Principal o f Model School) respec·
tivly. Mr. Cade takes the place which
Mr. Fred Ullrich resignd . Mr. Ullrich
expects to attend the U. of C. at Chicago
next year.
Mr. Harry D. Waggoner, '02, was appointed to fill Miss Patterson's place and
Miss Josephine Allen, of Iowa, was
appointed to Miss Lvford's position.
Mr. Waggoner has been Superintendent
at Granite City for nine years and has
taught two summer terms at the "U."
Miss Allen has spent the past year at
Columbia University.
On May 30th the Domestic Art Exhibit
was held in the Domestic Art rooms.
Over fifty dresses and
Domestic Art
thirty waists were <lisExhibit
playd, all of which
and more were made
by the girls of the Domestic Art classes .
The dresses wer e all dainty and neatly
made-some showing excedingly fine
workmanship. There were dresses of
gingham, dimity, batiste, silk"mull, marquisette, and other sutnmer materials.
The cost of the material and trimmings
w~s given with each dress- the most expensiv being $11 ancl the average )\3.
Over thirty stylish hats were exhibited
by Miss Cooper's millinery class. The
exhibit was well attended by the ladies
of Normal, m ost of the women students,
and about one hundred of the young
men - especially those of the senior
class who are interested in such exhibits
because of their future work as Superin-

tendents. Great credit should be given
to Miss Schurtz and Miss Cooper under
whose capable direction the work was
done.
On Monday night, July 8th, Marcus
Kellerman of the Berlin Royal Opera delighted the students
Maren• Ke!of the summer school
lerman
with a most entertaining evening of splendid music. Mr. Kellerman has only been
in America two seasons but his tours
with the New York Symphony Orchestra,
the Minneapolis Symphony, and the
Theodore Thomas Orchestra have establisht for him a reputation as great as
he had already had in Europe. For the
past year Mr. Kellerman has been giving
concerts of his own at such low prices
that even the poorest can have the privilege to hear one of the world 's celebrities.
The admission chargd for his
concert here was 10c and 1440 peo ple
herd him. Mr. Kellerman gave a varied
program of German and American songs

-including classical and modern numbers.
Prof. Newell, Hed of the Manual
Training Department spent the first week
in May attending tbe
Prof. Newell at
meeting of the WestCincinnati
ern Association of
Vocational Training
at Cincinnati, Ohio. • A splendid meeting
was held.
Mr. Newell was elected
Chairman of the Round Table of the
Manual Training division.
Miss Ballard has resignd her position
to accept the position of Physical Training teacher in the ChiMi.. Ballard
cago N ormal.
Miss
Re•ign•
Bernice Hart, of Boston, Mass., who was
Assistant in the Department for the latter
half of the past year will continue in the
tl!e same position next year.
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On July 23rd and 24th occurd tbe
s tate examination for
Sta te Ex amina ..
lion for Life
Certificate

life certificates. The
number, three hundred, taking the examination here at Nor-

mal was the larg est yet recorded.
On June 6th at the Commencemen t
exercises six degrees of Bachelor of EduD e grees Grante d

cation were grante<L
Those receidng them

·
are as follows : Lucile
Fenton, Bloomington; Nellie Gor rell,
Louisville ; Mary Gould, Bloomingto11 ;
Emma Kleineau, Bloomington; Norman

I\. n umber of the Faculty attencled the
N. E. A. during the week July 6- 12 but
most of them r emaind
at their posts of cluty
Attendance at
in the summer school.
N. E. A.
All who went report
most profitable meetings. A most excel lent review o f the last session of tb e De·
partmen t of Elemer.tary Education written by Miss Longenecker of the Summer
School Faculty, appears in this issue.

On Wednesday evening, July 17th, an
exhibition of the work done by the physical training classes of
Physical Training the summer school

Keith , Chicago; Joseph Smith, Picker· _ Exhibition ·
ville, South Dak ota.
Miss Rachel Crothers, who has been

spending six weeks o f the summer with
her relativs in BloomMiu Rachel
Crothers Talks

ington,

visited

the

Normal on July 15th
and gave a most appropriate, interesting, and helpful talk
to the students on "The Speaking
Voice " Miss Crothers h as a most pleasing voice of her own and can well speak

on the proper training ancl use of the
voice. She urgecl the teachers and pros•
pectiv teachers to use a nd place their
voices properly thereby avoiding tlfe
''nasal twang'' which the East c ritici~es

in the West. Everyone was delighted
with the opport u nity of heari ng such a
famous alumnus, the author of ''A Man's

World."
The new bilding is going up rapidly .
During the early part of the summer
school the workmen
New Bilding
seemd to make little
p rogress but everyone
realized that t he bild ing was being erect ·
ed well. The walls are now up to the
top o f th e main story. The bilding is
t h e first to be named for a former instructor ancl will be known as tbe Thomas
Metcalf Bilding. It is t o be a model of
modern school architecture.

was given.

A large

number of students
and townspeople witnest the event. The
work done was excellent. The success
o f the work is due to Miss Robinson of
Bradley I nstitute, Peoria, who has been
in charge of t he work during the past
ter m. In t he folk dances, the girls were
clrest in costume which added much to
t he effectivness of the dances.
On June 23rd t he Faculty held a reception on the campus for the summer stu-

dents. The Faculty
stood in line on the
slope just south of the
main bilding ancl tbe
stuclen ts past down the long line of fi fty ·
five people and then gatherd in grot•ps
arou nd the stancl wh ich had been put up
for the use of Ashton's orchestra. The
excellent music and the out of door air
and freedom seemd to take away t he
formality, so often seen and felt at r ~•
Faculty Re ce ption on Campus

ceptions

As a result, the reception was

a decicled success.
The American People have become so
commercialized t hat even in the case of
their plesures and
The Summer
recreations they are
Entertainme nt
likely to juclge the
quality by the price
Coune
paid. If we are ever

UNIVERSITY FOR THE QUARTER
to hrwe music, art, and the drama, as a
g reat cultural force, the admission fee
must be low enuf so that all who wish
may attend. There is no better place
for this movement to begin than in the
public schools, and it is to be hoped that
the attention of all educators may be
centerd upon the ne•d for the highest
class of entertainment ·a~ the lowest possible price. At Normal, we are doing
something to develop this feeling, that
if we give a public entertainment it will
be of the highest character and the price
of a ticket will be prohibitiv to none.
The Summer E:ntertainment course has
been our greatest factor. Last year it
seemd advisable to combine some of the
various plays and sell a season ticket.
This scheme arousd much dout, but
nevertheless the promoters went on and
were excerlingly successful. This year
when the plan was again broacht it found
redy support; assur<l belief in its effi•
cacy.
During the summer of 1911, the course
offerd consisted of the Coburn Players,
in two performances, ''The Taming of
the Shrew,>' and ''Romeo and Juliet 1 1 '
"The College Widow" given by the Junior Class, "Twelfth · Night., given by
the Senior Class, and the opera which is
annually pr esented by the members of
the Summer Chorus.
This course
was sold at the price of $1.50 for
a season ticket. Admission to a single
performance was thirty-five cents in the
case of the school affairs and seventy-fi've
cents for the Coburns.
A little over
$1600 was taken in, the management
paid all expenses, which included the
amount paid the Col;mrns, the royalty on
the Junior play, all bills for costuming,
the transportation of certain members of
the casts who were not in school when
the plays were repeated, and all bills for
labor and advertising. The fund remain•
ing after the expenses were paid was
rlivided in this manner, one-fifth was
given to the Senior Class, one-fifth to
the Junior Class, and three-fifths went
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into a special lecture fund for the institution. The amount given each class last
year. was t,126. The special lecture fund
was drawn upon for the payment of certain deficits that occurd in connection
with concerts during the year and it
made possible a number of plesant
functions.
This year the amount taken in on the
Course was large, it exceeded $1800, but
the expenses were heavier, and it is
thought that the division will be about
the same as that of last year, if anything
there will be a small increase.
So far nothing has been especially said
about the merits of the respectiv numbers, the emfasis having been directed
towards the financial side. It is only
necessary to mention the names of the
plays given and to say that the ''Coburn 11
Players were even more enthusiastically
receivd than last year, and that the class
plays were produced with a high degree
of excellence. The comedy of As You
Like It was given in the afternoon of
July 4 by the Coburns, and The Canter bury Pilgrims was given at night. The
Senior Class produced a play by Bernar d
Shaw, entitled "The Devil's Disciples,"
and the Juniors gave the dramatic cpmedy, "The Road to Yesterday."
The great success of the business side
of this Course was due to the devoted
energies of Mr. D . C. Ridgely, who
worked unceasingly on the details incident to hanrlling an affair of such magnitude, and proved himself a most efficient
organizer and promoter.
The new outdoor stage so zealously
championed by the people of the Reading Department was used for both performances of the ' 1 Coburns,'' and proved
to be a great improvement in the way of
outdoor staging . Next year when the
shrubbery and vines have grown it will
be even better. The great interest taken
by the students in the class plays speaks
plainly of their sincere interest in dramatics.
All in all, the students who came to
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the summer school had the opportunity
to see for $1.50 four dramas, two by
amateurs and two by professionals, and
one opera, which was given on the last
Thursday night of the term. This opera
was one of the most delightful numbers
of the entire Course and was a rendition
of ''Bul but/' a charn1ing musical co1nedy. Mr. Westhoff always manages to
secure remarkable results from his stu-

dents and this is especially noticeable in
the summ er chorus.
Next year we trust t hat the summer
students•will find an even better series
of entertainments arranged for them
and we know positivly that the price will
be put at a very low figur e, because we
want the people to come and we are convinst that the mission of the school
in the entertainment field is to offer the
best at the lowest price.

STUDENT LIFE
On May 18th the Philadelphians had a
McCormick meeting
in honor of Mr. McPhiladelphian
Connick who had been
Meeting
a m ost loyal Ph iladelphian ever since its organization.
P r of. Holmes gave a talk on Prof.
McCormick as an I deal Man in which he
showd that according to t he Hebrew
standards of unselfishness, humility,
peace making and purity of thought Mr.
McCormick is ideal. The n according to
the modern standards of social servis and
loyalty to duty , Mr. McCormick also
m esures up to the mark so that he can
well be taken as a pattern by all younger
P hiladelphians.
Then Mr. Cavins gave a talk Oil ' 'What
Mr. McCormick m eans to Me' ' an<l at the
close unveikl the large picture of Prof.
McCormic k wh ich has been hung Oil the
front wall of t he hall.
Then Prof. McCormick in his usual,
simple, sincere manner spoke a few
words of appreciation and exprest his
hopes for the futur e of the society.
After t he program the a u<lience adjourud to the Philadephian parlors and
had a plesant fraternal time, shaking
hands, getting autografs,
drinking
frappe, etc.
The even ing of May 18th in the Philadelphian Hall the picture of Professor
Henry McCormick
Unveiling of Pro- was unveiled.
Professor Cavins gave the
fessor McCorfollowing talk a t that
mick'a Picture
time:
In the many speeches made at the
Founders' Day Banquet and at the recent
meeting in Chicago, Mr. McCormick has
been discust from every angle, but I
believe nothing has thus far been said on
WHAT MR. M'COR MI CK HAS B!ll>N TO ME.

Now, to avoid plagiarism, I shall first
speak briefly alon g that line.
If, a quarter of a century ago, when I
first came to this school, I could have
drawn the veil of the future aside, and
taken one n1editativ glance into our doings here to-night, it would have fil<l
me with pardonable pride, because o f
my part on this evening's prog-ram.
I had taught a f~w terms i n t he rural
schools of Coles county a nd was a ttending the teachers· institute. Two o f the
instructors were from Normal, Professors
Charles DeGanno and Henry McCormick. How I admired those men ! T heir
learning and their influence fild me
with something akin to veneration.
Thru their influence I d ecided to
come to Normal. Money, I had none,
but I had learned to work ; these men
had urgecl m e to come; they gave me
assurance of a successful ve nture, and I
stept ou t on their promises. Both of
them gave me work to <lo. For Mr.
McCormick I saw<! wood with a buck saw, which beats ntodern gymnastics for
it brought me twenty cents an hour.
But the encouragement I got from Mr.
McCormick was worth 1nore to 111e than
the money. Among other things h e told
n1e o f some o f his own trials and privations in getting an ed ucation.
One
r emarkable fact I remember. He had
come over from Ireland at the age of
sixteen and located in Pennsylvania .
His father had died a little while before,
a n d his mother was back on the nativ
ile. There he was, a lad of sixteen
with no one to help and perhaps no one
to counsel, and what did he do? He began railroading, not as a superintendent,
or boss, but as a padd y with the pick and
shovel. H e workt his way west with
the course of empire as far as \V'iscousin.
Here he labor<! on a farm, attending
school in the winter time and working
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for his board. But the particular t hing
I wanted to tell you, which imprest itself
on 111e, was this: He went to an academy
at Beaver Dam, and one week before the
end of the term he ran out of money,
made his way home on foot, carrying a
carpet-bag, a distance of ninety miles.
About this time, also, he fell in love.
He had all the symptoms- he wrote
poetry. At least I suppose he did, for
that is what I once heard him declare
concerning Washington, and since Mr.
McCormick seemd so familiar with these
symptoms, I naturally infer that he had
had the m l,imself. To be out of money
and at the same time to be in love, would
suggest to most young men the old
proverb, the origin of which is lost in
hoary antiquity, that misfortunes travel
in bands. But with Mr. McCormick it
was only good fortune. Considering the
kind of woman M,s. McCormick was,
becoming married was the best thing
Mr. McCormick ever did.
For four
years he taugi,t school in the winter and
farmd in the summer, when he decided
to come to the Normal University. And
here is where Mrs. McCormick played so
important a part in the career of our
friend.
As told by Mr. Reeder at the Founders'
Day Banquet a few years ago:Mr. McCor mick did not at first like
the normal school methods, and wanted
to return to Boone county, but Mrs.
McConnick "put her foot down," and as
she did so, she said: ''No, Henry, we'11
not go back there to be !aught at by
those who would say, ' I told you so.'
We'll stay to the encl of the term."
They did this, of course, and by that
time he was liking the scl1ool so well he
didn't want to go back.
The account of Mr. McCormick's difficulties in securing his education was
great encouragetnent to tne. I said to
myself: "Gee! if a fellow can start that
low down and climb that high up, it
'seems like' any kind of hardship is a

small price to pay." These might have
been my very words, for that is the kind
of language I used in those days.
As I became better acquainted with
Mr. McCormick I learml more and more
of his noble qualities. I had work in his
classes which I always enjoycl, because
I receivd good instruction, and because
bis vigorous personality and delicious
humor gave a flavor to the work that
exactly suited my tastes. Mr. McCormick sometitnes presented a stern extetr ior, but it was only lo stimulate the
laggards- it always hail that effect 011
me- but he always had a kind hart and
was never manifestly unjust.
After the close of my first year in Normal, I took a five-weeks' summer course
at home in Coles county. It was cald
typhoid fever. When I returnd in the
fall, I was thin, weak, and wobbly- not
able to work, but determind not to fall
behind in my class~s. Mr. McCormick
gave me a special privilege that did not
occur to any of the other teachers. He
l et me attend his class without studying
or reciting, and when I became able to
do so I made up the work we had g one
over. On several occasions Mr. McCormick gave me counsel. I said to him
once, "Mr. McCormick, I want a bit of
advice." HThat is something I always
keep on tap," said be. And I see by
the program he still has it on tap. Normal students would do well lo go to him
for counsel when they feel the need of it.
He is rich in experience, understands
young people perfectly, and possesses
uncommonly good common sense.
While browsing thru the Illinois Wesleyan University, I ran across the thesis
which Mr. McCormick wrote when he
got bis first doctor's degree. He now
has three degrees, I believe-one master's, and two doctors'. They indicate
that his education has cost h im a prodigious amount of hard work.
President Felmley recently said: "A
teacher should be worth twenty-five do!-

STUDENT LIFE
la.rs a month to a community functioning
outside of the school room."
Mr. McCormick has been worth all of
that. He is a staunch supporter o f th e
M. E . church, where he attends regularly. He used to teach in the Sunday
School the students' class, which numberd perhaps fifty to seventy-five. He
not only has taught good citizenship, but
has exemplified it. I have time to speak
of his servises o n one occasion only.
This town is organized under special
charter, whici1 prohibits saloons within
the town limits. An effort was being
made to break the charter and a vote ·was
pending. A mass meeting was cald at
the old sk ating rink, and Mr. McCormick
was askt to speak. He made a memorable speech on that occasion- I heard
him. It brought some people to their
senses. The vote was very close, but the
charter remaind firm.
Of Mr. McCormick's loyalty to the
Philadelphian society, I need not speak.
I would have done so, but President
Felmley at the general exercises stole
my thunder. He told the exact truth,
as I remember it. Being a Philadelphian, I used to attend regularly, and I
generally saw Mr. McCormick there,
sitting up well toward the front. Many
.a talk and critic's report have I heard
him give.
Before unveiling his picture, there is
one other characteristic of Mr. McCormick that I wish to speak of, and that is
humility. After all h e has done and
attaind, he puts a seal on his lips. After
he has b~en kind and his love h as stolen
forth into the world a nd done its beautiful work, he goes back into the shade
again and says nothing about it. He
has even protested to me more than once
that he is not worthy the good things
people are saying of him of late. I told
him that if he were not worthy of them,
people-so many people-would not be
saying them. How else could you account for it?

"No," replied he, "they say those
t hings out of the goodness of their harts.
I am a great believer in the goodness of
humanity.
To me there is nothing
more sacred."
On removing the veil from Mr. McCor111ick' s picture, Mr. Cavins continuecl:
On the front wall of the Philadel phian Hall, between the pictures of Dr.
E. C. Hewett and Henry W . Longfellow
is a fit place for this one of Mr. McCormick. Longfellow's little poem, The
Arrow and the Song, is appropriate to
this occasion.

THE ARROW AND THE SONG.
I shot an arrow into the air,
It fell to earth, I know not where;
For so swiftly it flew, the sight
Could not follow it in its flight.
1 breathd a song into the air,
It fell to earth, I know not where;
For who has sight so keen and strong,
That it can follow the flight of song?

Long, long afterwards , in an oak,
I found the arrow, still unbroke;
Andthesong,from beginningtoend,
I found again in the hart of a friend.

Kind words spoken and good deeds
done, unconscious influences breathd
out without hope of reward , are not lost
in any sense of the word; they are surely
lodgcl in the hart o f a friend, who will
return them in kind and with usury.
There is no good teacher who ever taught
long who did not find his arrow. It is
the law operativ in the human brest
that kindness begets kindness.
Cast
your bred upon the waters and it will
return with butter on it. As Mr. McCormick has livd his life among us, his
love has gone out, his kind words and
deeds have found lodgment in the harts
of his friends, who comprise his neighbors, his coworkers nnd many thousands
of students of this school. The beautiful
influences of his life will go on and on
ever to the end of time.
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During the exciting weeks at Chicago
and Baltimore the 400 old students who
assemblNl
in
the
Mr. Man c heste r Study Hall-the"old"
T alks
assembly room, presented a petition to
Mr. Manchester requesting that he speak
to them on his political platform. · After
a moment's hesitation Mr. Manchester
with his usual k ind hartedness said he
would tell them the next day how
''Simple Simon, born of re!-;pectable
Republican parents, beC<1.me a Democrat. ,, For three days the students were

delighted with the "best" political talks
full of wit and wisdon which it has ever
been their privilege to hear.
The demand for tickets for the Saturday afternoon dances has been greater
than the supply since
Summer Dances the "Gyn1" floor will
only acconunodate one

hundred people and apparently several
hundred wisht to participate. Hence
after the second dance the plan was
adopted of admitting only those who had
not been present before. This plan has
seemd satisfactory to the majority altho
some ardent devotees were disappointed.
:\1:iss Robinson has kindly taken the half
hour from 2:30 to 3:00 to teach the
"would be" dancers and many availd
themselvs_of this opportunity.
The summer is the time for picnics and
the sunnner students wisely use it.
Every clay at assembly
Picnics
notises for County
Meetings are red and

every week several County picnics are
held at Miller Park. Such meetings and
picnics stimulate greater loyalty for the
home county, the Superintendent, aud
the Normal and arouse g reater pride in
the record made at the Normal by the
students from the county.
During the summer union se rvises are
held in the Auditorium of the Normal.
The Bloomington and
S unday Eve ning Normal pastors take
Union Service,
turns in filling the
pulpit and a union
choir gives special music. The attendance is very satisfactory, proving that
students like to hear good sermons if it
does not require too much effort on their
part to attend.

On June 24th the Girls' Basket ball
Team of 1908 playd the Wrightonian
Girls' Team of 1912.
Baske t B a ll
The ''stars'' of four
Game
years ago provd too
much for the more recent champions and the final score was
15 to 12 in favor of the team of 1908.
On June 1st at 10:30 o'clock in the
Auditorium the ba(;:Calaureate sermon was
deliverd by Ra b bi
Baccalaureate
Leon Harrison of the
Sermo n
Temple of Israel, St.
Louis, Missouri. Rabbi
Harrison has a most remarkable voice ,
effrctiv d elivery, and great depth of
thought. It was unanimously agreed by
those present that the sermon was one
of the best ever given in Normal.
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Alumni Dinner

On June 6th immecliately after the
Commencement one hundred twenty
Joyal Alumni and members o f the Faculty adjournd to the di ning rooms across
from the Auditorium to partake of the
Alumni dinner.
At the close of the dinner while the
coffee was being sipt the roll call was
t:tken. The tollowiug people a nswerd:

1860-Mrs. Eli1.abeth Mitchell Christian, Bloomington.
1861- Capt. John H. Burham, Bloomington.
1865-Pres. John W. Cook, DeKalb.
1868-Prof. Henry McCormick, Normal.
1880- H. S . Mrs . Alice McCormick
'l'rowbridge, Normal.
1883- Mrs. :Frances Downey Cox, Normal.
1883-Mrs. Alice McCormick Trowbridge, Normal.
1884-Clarissa Ela, Bloomington.
1885-Lyon Karr, Normal.
1886- Mary L . Kimball, Bloomington.
1887- E. Margaret Hursey, Normal.
1890-Mrs . Iva Durham Vennard,
Chicago.
1890- Alice J ean Patterson, Normal.
1890- Mrs. Cora Snider Irwin, Bloomington.
1892- Prof. Elmer Cavins, Normal.
1893- Mrs. Junia Foster Bar ber, Normal.
1894--Prof. Freel D. Barber, Normal.
1895 • Mrs. F lora Thompson Manchester, Normal.
1897-Mrs. Dr. Ferd. McCormick,
Normal.
1898-Annetta Cooper, Normal.
1899- Prof. John L. Pricer, Normal.
1899-H. S. Clyd e L. Burtis, Ch icago.
1899-Olive L . Barton, Normal.
1900-Alma W. Carlson, Bloomington.

1901-George Larson , DesMoines, Ia.
1901- Mrs. Edna Fritter Bates, Normal.
1902-Cla.ra Maude Penstone, Normal.
1903- Carrie Louise Barber, Bisbee,
Ariz.
1904- Mrs. Fred Telford, Normal.
1904- Burley C. J ohnston, Fort Smith,
Ark.
1904-Daisy Skinner Burtis, Chicago.
1906-Fred T elford, Normal.
1906- Leo Stuckey, Hudson.
1906- Mrs. Blanche Sager Stuckey,
Hudson.
1906- Mrs. Mary B. Cherry, Normal.
1907-Oren A. Barr, Normal.
1907 - Clara Borgelt, Hava na.
1907- John V . Wiekart, Hartzburg.
1908- Harrison Russell, Normal.
1908- Essie Chamberlain, Sullivan.
1908- Maude Wallace, Normal.
1908- Mary VVorley, Phoenix, Ariz.
1908- Sally R eeder, Bloomington .
1908-Elsie Gildersleeve, Champaign.
1909-Louise Armitage, Buckingham.
1909 - Harry Diehl- Carrollton.
1909- Mary Gould- Bloomington.
1909- Martha Patterson, Mon tevalle,
Ala.
1910-Alta Irwin, Bloomington.
1910- \ Villiam Gray, Normal.
1910- Anna O'Rourke, Bloomington.
1911-Alice Gildersleeve, Scotland.
1911- Laurn L . Dunbar, Hindsboro.
1911- Gail Watt, Lovington.
1911--Glen Griggs, Elt'aso.
1911- Marie Cherry, Normal.
1912 - Mary Gould, Normal.
1912- Lois Diehl, Normal.
1912- Hope Norman, Normal.
1912-Eda Borgelt, Normal.
1912- Mary Por ter, Normal.
1912- Sela Paisley, Normal.
1912- Clara Ch erry, Normal.
1912- May Buck, Normal.
1912-Carrie Burtis, Nor mal.
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1912- Fred Cox, Normal.
1912-Harry L. Welker, Normal.
1912-Earl J. Stevens, Normal.
1912-- Moses Staker, Normal.
1912- Charles Briggs, Normal.
1912- Jane Caldwell, Normal.
After the roll call, (71 responded), Mr.
Pricer, President of the Alumni Association, red a report of the Alumni Quarterly Committee, showing that the financial
outlook was very good considering the
short time that had elapst since its first
publication a nd the large item of expense
involvd by mailing the 2000 numbers
before a regular subscription list was establisbt.
Miss Penstone spoke of the letters receivd from the Alumni, proving that
the Quarterly was surely filling a long
felt want among the graduates scatterd
over the country.
Then the program of toasts followd.
"Recollections of Happy Days."
Lyon Karr, '85.
"Obligations and Aspirations of Class of
1912."
Earl G. Stevens, '12.
"The Normal Spirit- An Inspiration."
Essie Chamberlain, '08.
''Arkansas.''

Burley C. Johnston, '04.
''The Alumni and the School."
William S . Gray, '10.
Toastwaster- F. D. Barber, '94.
Short speeches were then given by
Mrs. Vennard, Mrs. Daisy Burtis, Miss
Alice Patterson, Mr. McCormick, and
Pres. Felmley.
The toasts given were most enjoyable.
Mr. Barber provd an admirable toastmaster being well supplied with fitting
stories. Mr. Burley Johnston t~ld us of
Arkansas, more particularly Fort Smith,
in such glowing colors that doutless
some of our graduates will be turning
their steps in that direction.
Mr. Karr brought up many happy pictures to the Alumni of the 80's and the
younger speakers inspired new love and
e nthusiam by their earnest words.

At the close of the program since the
hour was nearing four o'clock, a few left
but the majority remaind and a most
spirited business meeting followd.
The questions (1) of placing the Quarterly on a more definit basis; (2) of the
revision of the constitution; (3) of the
change of the date of the annual Alumni
Meeting from Commencement Day to
Founders' Day; ( 4) of the holding the
annual business meeting on Founders'
Day but keeping the Alumni dinner and
reunion in June; (5) of the use of Simpllfie<l Spelling in the Quarterly, were
thoroly and humorously discust. The
question of Simplified Spelling was
warmly debated pro and con by its advocates and . Pres. Felmley, during the
discussion, gave a most compelling
speech in favor of its use which resulted
in the conversion of many alumni.
Hence when Pres. J. L. Pricer put the
question the vote was decided in favor of
the continued use of the spelling in the
Quarterly.
After much discussion it was movd
and seconded that the revision of the
Constitution, the regulations of the Quarterly, the decision concerning one or
'two annual meetings should be left to a
Committee.
Pres. Pricer appointed Mr. Barber,
Mr. Cavins, a nd Miss Penstone on this
Committee.
The election of officers followd resulting as follows:
Harrison Russell-President.
0. A. Barr-Vice President.
Annetta Cooper-Corresponding Secretary.
Lillian Barton-Recording Secretary.
George N. Cade-Tresurer.
At 5 :30 the meeting adjourncl al tho
even then, many were loathe to leave and
remaind to chat for nearly an hour
longer. Never again can the loyalty of
Normal Alumni be questiond when they
will sit from ten-thirty a. 111. to fivethirty p. m. and even then regret that
they can not continue the meeting.
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Chicago Alumni Club Banquet.
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UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOI,.

Mr. Howard J ohnson, ' 13, Alpha
11, 1912.
Sigma.
On the evening of May 11th at the
Mr. Harry Hall, '13, Kappa Rho.
Str atford hotel a big reunion of the I. S .
REMINISCENCES
N. U . Alumni was held.
About five
llV THE
o'clock the people began to gather a nd
"BOYS AND GIRLS."
they continued to come until seven. DurAll o f t he speakers paid loving tribute
ing the two hours there were smiles,
to their friend and teacher, Mr. McCorhandshakings, and joyful talking o n all
mick, honoring him for his long life of
sides.
Everyone was anxious to get
helpfulness, unselfishness anrl loyal dea word with the guest of the occasion
votion to his chosen work. Mr. McCorand Mr. McCormick was beseigd on
mick himself made a delightful response
every side.
showing his sincere appreciation for all
At seven o'clock the procession was
formd in the banquet hall, Mrs. Bryant, the kind words and deeds. During the
evening a book fild with good wishes
president of the club, leading the way
from several hundred alumni, friends,
with Dr. McCormick, Presidents Fehnley,
and fellow teachers was presented to
Cook, Mr. Richardson, Mrs. McMurry,
Mr. McCormick as a souvenir of the
and the others following.
occasion .
After the banquet, the meeting was
The
last words" were not spoken
cald to order by the president, Mrs. Bryu11til after midnight, and even t hen
ant, '73; Miss Anna E. Hill, secretary,
many were loathe to leave, even suggesta ppointed in Mrs. Dakiri's place, reel
ing Urnt we stay and "make a night of
the minutes of the previous meetings
it,'' and there is no dout that the
and letters of congratulation to Dr.
11
feast of wit and reasop'' could have
McCormick by friends who were unable
been continued several hours longer.
to be present. Among these letters were
Surely the Chicago reunion was most
ones fron1 Pres. Edmund James, '73;
State Supt. Francis Blair, '92, and a · satisfactory to all alumni present. It is
hoped that no alumnus who could possibly
telegram from James Martin, M . C.
Then followd an excellent program have been there mist the occnsion, and
it is also hoped that next year a still
of toasts and remini,~cences,Dr. John W.
larger number of alumni will come to
Cook, toastmaster.
participate in the plesure t hat such an
Dr. Henry McCormick, '68.
evening brings.
Pres. David Felmley, '99.
WORDS OF PRAISE.
Miss Clara PE-nstone, '02.
Mr. Irwin Madden.
Madam President, Fellow Alumni: Mrs. Lida Brown McMurry, '74.
It is a matter of great significance that
Supt. Francis M. Richardson, '89.
the impulse of a common interest, that
Miss Marian C. Lyons. '98.
of our Alma Mater, three hundred should
come together on an occasion like this to
SOCIETY REPRI-;sE)ITATIVS .
clasp hands, to renew friendship, to
Mr. Harry Lathrop, '12, Philadelph ian.
mesure experiences, to tell the old
Mr. Archibald Messenger, '13, Wrighschool-day stories and jokes over again,
tonian.
to note the progress o f educational methMr. Dan B. Carron, '13, Ciceronian.
ods, to pay reverence to our schoolMiss Emma Sparks, '13, Sapphonian.
mother who taught us how to lead others
Miss Lutie Denman , '12, Girls' Deba- over the royal road to knowledge, and
first and foremost, to honor one who in
ting Club.
STRATFORD BOTEJ,-MAY
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his stedfastness, h as for more than forty
year s been a ·pillar in the great State
Normal.
We are please! to bring our simple
tr ibute on this occasion to our life-long
The
friend, Dr. H enry McCormick.
mental picture is vivid of the young
freshman of the early sixties. Mental
traits are not so quickly analyzed as to
become a quick method of recognition as
are the physical. To note, as my r ecollection seems to 1ne, I was the only one
in t he Normal school for a few months,
a fter I entercl, who bore t he distinction
of being the possessor of Titian locks,
but one bright morning Henry McCormick appearcl, and I had to share .my
honors. People with hair of the sh ade
we possest, were in those days somewhat in disre pute, and known as " red•
heels," bearing the reputation of being
per sons of quick tem per.
Only a few months were required on
our part to overthrow that medieval fallacy by the exercise of uniform cheerfulness and cool judg ment under all circumstances. So high became the r eputation of t his personal mark that in later
years it was not unconunon to fin d
spurious "recl-heds" brought about thru
a bleaching process.
As a young man, H enry McCormick
made a good impression by his earnest ness, industry, and honesty. He showd
he had a purpose in life and t hat he was
a man who would be heard from in his
chosen profession.
In my analysis of the life of our guest
of honor, as I have known him for more
than forty years, I have observd that
three friends have always walkt with
him, love, light, a nd calm thoughts, or
kindness, high intelligence, and calm
judgment.
The work of a successful teacher is no
holiday business, and thruout all the var ious lases of his long-extended professional career, Henry McCormick has
shown himself a master. Out of the

same field the farmer gets grain, the
naturalist a lot of specimens, the artist a
painting, the poet a sonnet; in the prof~ssional field Dr. McCormick has won
his victories as glorious as a painting or
poem. T he unvarying thought of our
friend has been constnntly for better and
hig her things in his professional policy,
until now in the eveni ng of life h e
possesses a rich harvest of results. His
motto ever before his pupils has been,
"Ignorance is the curse of God; k nowledge the wing wher ewith we fly to
Crownd with years, crownd
Heven.' '
with success and blest with all the comforts of life he turns to a retired field.
Thru all his years he has gatherd friends.
Blest are t hey who have the gift of making frie nds for it is one of God's best
gifts.
Every man and every woman owes it
to himself to escape from bondage, to
get away from routine a nd do something
which seems to have no purpose in the
world, but just because he wants to do it.
It is th e joy of getting out of the harness
that makes a horse fling up its heels and
gallop around the field and roll over on
the grass, when he is turnd loose in the
pasture. It is t he impulse of mere play
that makes a little bunch of wild clucks
chase one another round and roun9, in
th e water and follow their leader in
circle a nd figures of eight; there is no
possible use in it, but it gratifies the
inst inct of freedom. So may the coming
years of freedom from routine engagements bring joy, peace, sweet meditations, and a final rest of g r eat triumph,
is the wish of your friend of nearly
fifty years.
SARAH

E.

RAYMOND FITZWILLIAM,

Class of '66.
Veteran Teacher Reaitrn•.
After forty-thr ee ?ears of continuous
teaching in the Decatur high school, Miss
Mary W. French has decided to retire.
She ended her connection with the
school June 7. Miss French handed her
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resig nation in last June a nd fully intended leaving the school, but persuasion by
Principal Ehrman and members of the
board got her to remain for the first year
in the new bilding. Miss French will
live in Decatur for at least a year more
and will then make her home in Hinsdale, a suburb of Chicago, where her
only relativs reside.
Miss French is a member of the class
of 1867.

The Class of '92.
The following letters and contributions
from members of the class of 1892
were handed to us by Miss Lura M. Eyestone.
Other members of the class
however, aided in collecting the material
as it will appear in reading what follows.
We hope that other classes will take a
suggestion from this and furnish us similar material in future. A collection of
letters and contributions from members
of the class of 1893 is now in our hands .
These will be publisht in a later number.
- Editor.
TO-DAY.
CARI.OLINE M. BUTTERFIE:r,n, CLASS

To-day is but half of lo-day.
The other .h alf is past.
It gleams with the light of days
Whose glory will ever last.
To-day is but half of to-day .
'Tis yesterday, or the time,
When life was so full, or gay,
Or bitter, sad, s ublime.
To-day is but half of to-day.
Some days are two-thirds fild
With a time that never was, a way
Whose promise is unfulfild.
To-day is but half of to-day.
To-day is oft but a dream,
Wherein no pause and delay,
Where we do not live but seem.
To-day is but half of to-day.
But where is that real, real time,
Past or future, which e'er it be,
Which makes to-day sublime?

'92.
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The following address, delivecd by
Supt. Francis G. Blair, class of '92, at the
great N. E. A. meeting held in Boston
two years ago, is so characteristic of Mr.
Blair's inspiring addresses that we a re
indeed g lad to be permited to use it.
Mr. Blair writes: There is a little joke
con nected with the delivery of the address. A picture was taken of the great
stadium meeting by a Boston artist. He
wisht to get a picture of the assembly
while President Taft was speaking. Thru
some inexplicable blunder he took a
picture while I was speaking and did not
discover until he brought his photograf
to the Illinois h eadquarters that it was
not President Taft but Francis G . Blair
who was speaking. When he had his
attention cald to the fact that the man
speaking did not have a bald spot on the
back of his hed and that President Taft
did, he was covinst and went away very
quickly. When my photograf came in
two or three weeks afterwards I found
that he had evidently scratcht a bald
spot on the negativ and had retoucht
t he fotograf so that it represented President Taft, altho President Taft was
s itting on the platform.
Yours sincerely,
F. G. BLAIR, Supt.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, Your
Excellencies the President of the United States,
the Governor of Massachusetts, and the Mayor
of Boston: It is my honor in behalf of the
National Education Association to respond to the cordial words of welcome
spoken by the governor of the State of
Massachusetts, an<l by the mayor of
Roston.
As I sat here listening to these words
of praise for the common-school system
I foun<l myself wishing that on some
clear September morning these distinguisht gentlemen might have• been
lifted to some height within the central
par t of this Republic, and, gifted with
superior vision, they might have lookt
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out to its farthest boundaries; for if they
bad been so positiond and so gifted they
would have seen on that bright morning
the common-school system as a living,
breathing, acting force - they would
have seen practically sixteen millions
of boys and g irls coming up to the
common schools. Ont from t he farm
home, along the dusty roads with their
dinner pails in their bands and .their
books under t heir arms, up from the
mining camps and villages, and up from
the teeming centers of industry comes
this multitudinous army of children-as
I like to think it, the great grand army
of the future Republic. And I hope that
in this great industrial country of ours,
in this land of material prosperity, our
corn and cotton will never grow so tall,
our horses and cattle so big, our manufacturing establishments lift their smoke
stacks so high that they will obscure from
our view this greatest crop, this greatest
product, this greatest natural resource of
our nation.

I believe that there is mor e of the Declaration of Independence exprest in
the common-school system than in any
other of our institutions; ther e is more of
equal opportunity, more of the even
chance, more of the square deal, more of
recognition of the individual merits than
in any other institution. At the door of
the public school all social, political, a nd
religious distinctions disappear, all
e ternal marks of rank and classification
are laid aside, and these sixteen millions
of children enter the public schools as
the sons and daug hters of American citizens, a nd as the children of the Republic. H ere the principle of Bobbie Burns
alone obtains:
What tho' on hamely fare we dine,
Wear hoddin gray, and a' that;
Gie fools their silks, a nd knaves their wine
A man 's a 1nan, for a' that!
For a' that, and a' that,
Their tinsel show, and a' that;
The h ? uest man, though e'er sae poor ,
Is kmg o' men for a' that.

But this great common-school system
which we rnpresent is not only the
greatest democratic institution in our
land - it is the greatest intellectual clearing-house we have in America. It is the
greatest medium of excha nge of ideas
and sentiments and knowledge; it is the
greatest solic!ifying, unifying force in our
social and political life. We have had the
figure of tbt: "melting pot" applied to
America in a recent play , a nd the fig ure
is a most snggestiv one. People from
the four corners of the earth are flocking
to this land of freedom. They come
bring with them many charms of culture
and education which enrich our land and
make it better for their coming. But
many of them come bringing with them
varied experiences and notions of social
r elations and of national government,
which make it difficult for them to adjust
themselves redily to the r eal spirit of
our institution. How out of these varying and conflicting sentiments and ideals
are we to create the ideals and sentim~nts
of American citizens? Will our rocks and
rills, our woods and templed hills do it?
Will our great e xp,rnse of plain and
valley do it? Will our great activities
and our push a nd vigor do it? Will the
atmosphere of freedom that hangs about
us make the transformation? No doubt
all of these will have their influence.
But I am inclined to think that the real
the fundamental, the abiding transfonna'.
tion is not wroug ht upon the adult thrn
his contact with these forces, but rather
upon the children of these foren-born
parents in the public-school. It is difficult for us to estimate the far-reaching
influence of an ideal or a sentiment as a
transforming and forming force in the
great public-school system, touching the
minds and hearts of the children of both
nativ a nd foren-born parents. If, as we
stood upon the mountain of vision a few
moments ago with the sixteen millions
of childr en before us, a great choirmaster
could have stood forth, and catching the
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attention of these children started that
great national anthem, written by a citizen of Boston:
My country 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I sing,
Land where my fathers died,
Land of the pilgrim's pride,
From every mountain side,
Let freedom ring,
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educational, political, and social achievements, has crost the Alleghenies, swept
across the Mississippi Valley, over the
Rockies, and on to the Pacific. It
has crost the Mason and Dixon line
and pervaded the entire Southland as a n
a11-pervading influence, covering the
whole country north and south, making
us akin to Boston thru the sharing of
your ideas and of your sentiments. Thru
our great public-school system state lines
and section lines are obliterated. And it
is one of the happiest bits of poetic justis that ever came to my attention, that
this year, on our natal day, this great
National Education Association, meeting
in Boston, the hart of New England has
presiding over it as its selected president,
a man fro u1 the g reat South, represent•
ing all that is best in its culture, its
resourcefulness and its generosity.

how the mighty pulsation of the song
would have sounded over n1ountain and.
valley and plain catching up and knitting
together the harts and minds of these
children into a wholesome, clean, uplifting respect for this country! And as we
stood there if some great teacher could
have held up before these children the
lives of George Washington and Abraham
Lincoln, what an instarit and far.reaching
response would have followd!
These
So it is, Mr. Governor and Mr. Mayor,
two great tuen represent within then1~
that we come not as a great army of
selves the things that are most elemenstrangers. Tho we may never have
tal and of greatest worth in our Amer.ican life. So simple in their lives and in crost the boundaries of your city before,
their thought and in their actions, like tho we may never have walkt its streets,
yet it all seems strangely familiar. For
Greek temples· they stand forth free
h:1.ve we not in our public school system
from distracted adornment. Great in
their simplicity and simple in their visited Boston every year? Have we not
greatness, these two men constitute one been attending your Boston.Tea-Party for
of our greatest resourses--one of our · over a century? Have we not been climbgreatest educational assets.
Greater ing the belfry of the 01d North Church
than the product of farm and mills, of and hanging out the lanterns? Have we
not been riding with Paul Revere on his
mines and quarries, greater than the
welth of forest and stream are the lives perilous journey, and going right on to
of these men. It is easy for us to believe Concord whether he got there or not?
Have we not been standing with the emthat the open doors which not only the
battld farmers a nd firing the shot herd
children of foren-born parents, but our
own nativ children, e nter into the spirit around t he world? Have we not been
of our national life are the lives of George sitting with your genial Autocrat at the
brekfast table and listening to the sweet
Washington and Abraham Lincoln.
reasonableness of your Philosofer? Have
Now, Mr. Governor, and Mr. Mayor,
in responding to your words of welcome, we not spent many a rare day in June
I must say that this great army of teach- with your incomparable Lowell? Have
ers come not to New England and to we not enjoyd many times the Children's
Hour with your sweet and gentle LongBoston as strangers, they come as friends
fellow?
and kinsmen, for thru the great medium
And so it is, Mr. Governor and Mr.
of public schools all that is best in Boston, in its thought, in its ideal, in its Mayor, that this gathering seems to us
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like a g reat homecoming, and is a fulfil•
ment of the promise t hat not only the
bred, but the tea, which you cast upon
the water is returning to you after many
days.
The Class of '92.
We have not wings, we cannot soar;
But we have feet to scale and climb
Bv slow degrees, by 1uore and 111ore,
~ The cloudy summits of our time.,,
11

This was the quotation with which
Mrs. Butterfield bega n her "Senior S alu•
tations" in The Index '92, following with
these words, "'¥ith such an inbred sentiment has the class of '92 ever labord
on," and now after twenty years have
past we can see that this "best class'' has
continued to labor on and the results are
good to look upon.
Were not the World's Fair Seniors t he
best class the school had know n? Largest
in n umbers up to that time a nd for sev•
eral years to come, strong in class-room
work, ever loyal to the school and t he
societies, for even now wherever and
whenever one meets a member of the
class of '92, he is always askt, "and how
are the societies doing? Which won in
th e last contest? Are Cicero and Sappho
filling their halls as they used to do? And
to the honor o f the class of '92, may it
be said, that, seldom if ever, did anyone
refuse to appear on t he society program,
a nd the programs were good, weren't
they, classmates? Can you not recall
those crowded h a lls, listening to Mr.
Parsons' and Miss Connett's matchless
duets? Can you not hear Ellen Connett's
sweet bird-like notes floating out to
charm all her hearers? Can ycu not hear
Arthur Bassett's supurb performance on
the pia no? What one o f us would not
listen with unalloyd joy to George Ri•
ley's rendition of "Knee-deep in J une."
Were orations and d ebat es ever wanting
while Frank Blair, L ewis Colwell, Chas.
Griffiths , Luther H"tch, "Jerry" Suth•
e rland, Minnie W hitman, Kate McGor•

ray, and others were in school? Did
we lack for essayists while Cora Laign ,
Etta Fordyce, Florence Clark, and dear
Hattie Gaston with her beautiful mem•
ory pictures, were with us? And for our
r eaders, did we not have Mrs. Butter•
field, John Cleveland, H erbert Hicks,
Mr. Cavins, Grace Chandler, a nd others?
And what a constellation of musical
stars could be produced by the class of '92.
Arthur Basset t, by far the brig htest of
the stars, continued to char m audiences
with his matchless renditions o f the mas•
ters until death stild his hands, January
2, 1908. Grace Chandler still delight s
her friends, and she and Enid Gibson,
whose piano numbers we alwa};S enjoyd,
are teaching others to find t he beauty in
the piano, and Ed Blackburn, who gave
us many pleasing numbers on the violin.
The n there were our vocalists, Mr. Parson, Ellen Connett, Cora Laign, and
perhaps others, for I read in the Vidette,
June, '92, t hat one of t he class son gs
"produced a slight musical sensation. "
But ali of this has become a beautiful
memory, and now as we look over our
class-roll we find fulfild the profesy given
in "Salutations, " for '92 has furnishd
a "galanxy o f noble 11a1nes to adorn the
scroll of fame, to be h eralded hereafter
among the great" We have given to the
g r eat educational world a large number
of faithful teachers who have ever borne
in tnind that, '' Altruism, th e Essence of
the Teacher's Life," is indeed the life of
servis. The long list is heeled by Francis
G. Blair, State Superintendent of Public
Instrnction of Illinois, two o f our mem•
bers are presidents of normal schools,
five others are teachers in normal schools,
two of them, Mr. Cavins and Miss Eye·
stone in our own Alma Mater , three are
teaching in colleges, at least seventeen
are in p ri ncipalship high school grades,
o n e is a county superintendent, several
were teachers until recent years when
they enter d other professions or upon a
business career. Walter Scott, who is a
professor at Northwestern University,
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holds an unique position in the combined
business and educational world because
of his psycho1ogic;i.l theories as shown in
his many publications on "Business Psyc hology."
The medical profession claims three of
our number, Drs. Butterfield, Vaughn,
and Watts.
George R iley is one o f t he best known
and most popular osteopathic physicians
in New York city.
We are represented in the law by
Hicks, Colburn, and San ders.
In the
business workl by H o lder, Cleveland,
a nd Sanders. And we are not wanting
when the field of Agriculture is considerd, for here we have Colburn, Fulton, H erren and Porter.
In the representativ Christian work we
have J essie Peasley who is director of the
Young Woman's Christian Association
at Decatur, Ill.
And last , tho by no means least, we
a r e r epresented in the world of letters,
by Mrs. Butter field, who has had publisht a book of deligh t ful poems.
Four of our nu1nber have answt!rd the
Master's jj\V'ell done/' and have cont inued their work in the Great Vineyard
beyond. Hattie Gaston was the first to
hear the summons, and in November,
'97 a lter beginning prepilration for the
medical proft:ssion, past on, Arthur
Bassett, the 1 'sweet m usician" in January, 1908, Walter Baird after thirteen
years of unusually successful teaching,
in March, 1911, and J,uther Hatch , beloved by studen ts and children, leaving
a n impress for good upon all with whom
h e came in contact. and the memory o f a
life well livd October 31, 1911.
We could write on and on of that
splendid class that went forth from the
halls of Alma Mater in '92 with the words
of Miss Chandler's valedictory spurring
theu1 on. ''We stand here a. moment,
happy in the thought of our success.
But we 111ust not now cease · fron1 our
work, which as yet we have only begun.
With r enewd energy let us go out to our
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various destinies, always remembering
that 'nothing is beautiful but truth.' "
Shall we continue so to labor o n in the
serds of truth and right that at last
"When Life's eventide lingers,
And we r ecall t h e day that has past
May no me1110ry mar the b eau ty
Of the golden s unset at last. ' '
-At Eve ntide, E lle n Connett, Vidette
J an . '92.
L. M . E.
·X·

* -~
The Heritage of Learning.
W . J · SU'J'HllR LAN D '92.
With all of the crowdi ng and jostling
incident to co111plex 111odern society,
lik1ihood of success is more and more in
favor of the educated man.
Indeed,
those who do not possess the her itage of
education are lame co1npetitors in life's
struggle. In securing results, either
spiritual or material, there must always
be a transferrence o f power to a particular poin t of application . O n ly kinetic
energy does work. liducation and training enable m e n to employ their powers
more advantageously in the betterme n t
of life conditions.
The Greek philosoph ers once taught
the doctrine of Maieuties which h eld that
all ideas were inherent and that it was
t h e function of educativ process to set
them free. In matters not whether
ideas are inherent or acquired,the individual is weak unless he can express and
apply them.
Reduce to zero man's
power to t hink, to reason, and to meditate, and you rob him of his intellectual
life. :Full ness of life is proportional to
largeness of t hought, comprehensivness
of knowledge. lntellectual and spiritual
birth consists.in taking "fast hold of instruction, in keeping her, for she is
indeed thy life."
ln the field of agriculture old methods
a re practically done away with, the prosper ity is contingent upon scientific
procedure, because t he scientific only is
true . In th e profession o f m edici n the
discovery o f a n ew serum revolutionizes
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practis and adds to the longevity of life.
One mark of an educated man in his•disposition to accept the truth, to trust the
experts where he himself is limited.
I gnorance always suspicions others;
bigotry over-emfasizes self ; neither
succedes except perhaps thru th e
accident of situations into which be is
thrown and for which he is not responsible.
As the world of thought grows larger
the individual tends to grow smaller. It
is only thru liberal education that
man can keep pace with world movements. If he falls behind or loses step,
he is at once characterized as "behi n<l
the times." Today one is but half a
man who has not the practical possession of those racial achievements now so
familiar that we recognize them as the
arts of life. Herbart promulgated the
doctrin that thru a m any-sided interest a religiously moral character
could be acquired. Does this not mean
that we grow in wisdom and understanding, as we gain dominion over our
environment and acquire a better understanding of its significance, as we become
more r espousiv and able to play more
tunes 011 the great harp of nature, that
we come to have life and have it more
abundantly.
The educated man, the scholar, looks
out upon life with an interpretiv mind
that reads meaning into imaged objects.
Untraind minds see only stones and hills
and trees in the world about them. It
is the heritage of the truly educated to
see the larger units, to grasp the deeper
meanings, to comprehend the laws of
science exemplified in almost any d irection the inquiring eye may chance to
look.
The uneducated see only the
superficial aspect of nature and their
inferences are often untrue. A great
philosofer has described in most artistic
English, a "Summer Field and What It
Tells Us. " The story is short, indeed,
but in it are contrasted the deeper meaning with the superficial aspect of nature.

0nly a Fiske can fully comprehend the
profound lessons of science, yet those of
us whose minds have once been awakenrl
to "the delights of sense impression"
have to some degree pusht back the
horizon that would circumscribe and
limit our .vision.
Human experience is a strange blending of two worlds- one material the o ther
spiritual. But the world of thought, the
ideal world, is the higher. It is the
heritage of the scholar to live largely in
this world. God pity the man who comprehends only the material side of life,
and who sees in it only 11 iron and wood,
stick and stone." Were the materialist
the architect of a nation's fortune,
meager would -be the national achievement. The scholar is an idealist! It is
he who, conjuring with mental images,
constructs in his imaginntion a Twentieth Century Limited, a new social code
or a systern of international peace.
World progress is attaind through leaps
and bounds. The intervals between successiv intentions or world movements,
are employd by the masses, those yet
unschoold in thinking, in establishing
the ne,v orders of life, the pla11s and designs for which were furnisht by the
master 1nincls of idealists.
It is the heritage of the scholar to
communicate with the centuries of the
past thru the medium of literature.
Centuries before the birth of Christ, the
rulers of ancient Egypt had founded at
Alexandria a library of nearly a million
volumes. Here later upon the banks of
the lordly N ile, Archimedes the philosofer, Hipporchus the astronomer, Euclid
the geometer, Artistophanes th~ rhetorician, and Appolonius the poet, labord in
peaceful quietude, ''taking fast hold of
instruction" which today furnishes subject of study for modern scholars. Now
students in every land crowd the libraries, r epositories of intellectual lore, to
consult the silent masters who never
speak unless they are first addrest. It
is the scholar's heritage to enjoy books,
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and the student of today, by consulting
seers and sages, may garner into the
m ental s torehouse all o f the intellectual
tresures of the good and great of past
ages.
It is the heritage of the scholnr to enjoy leadership. In every society the
minds of a few direct the social life of
all.
Take from any country, says
Emerson, a hundred of its best men in
religion, philosofy, poetry, science, and
art, and the life of all falls to a lower
plane. So from a few g reat tnen as
nuclei, ideas are diffused and public
opinion is deterrnind. Would t he future
nt:\11 or woman possess the power of
leadership would he enjoy the reputation
and position that leadership merits, then
must he become the rightful heir to his
heritage, then must he be educated.
But education m eans large sacrifice and
years of toil? Yes, but "it is only a toi1
that makes the soul shine,
And makes rest fragrant ancl benign . ''
But if education is the truly prized
heritage, there must be no n1isconception
concerning its rightful 111ea11ing. Forty
years ago Herbert Spencer propounded a
questio1L which today, is of paramount
interest. "What Knowledge is of Most
Wor t h" ought to be carefully considerd
by every parent and teacher. True, in~
deed, it is that ''knowledge and wisdon1
far from being one have off.times no
connection!" The educated man of today is he who can apply his learning in
the arts of life, for applicat ion converts
knowledge into wisdom! Mere learning,
- intellectual training-results in egotism, the characteristic of the dilletante.
Genuin education of mind and hart and
will, ntakes men. Time was when men
were vain over the possession of exclusiv
information.
Today the slogan of
genuin training is efficiency. Social institutions are altruistic and democratic.
Tbe school of the future will teach with
distinct e111fasis that social servis is ever
noble and that personal embellishment
to satisfy individual vanity is but a mark
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of false culture. Knowledge should be
carefully sorted and that which will serv
an individual best, that which will contribute most to the abundance of his
life,- is of most worth. Such instruction is indeed a heritage- "keep her for
she is thy life. "

..

·• *

Twentieth Anniversary of the
Class of '92
As a member of the class of '92, who
was privilegd to atte nd Founders' Day
Banquet in February, I have been ~skt
to say something o f the reunion of my
classmates, which occurd on that occasion and of the proposed reunion to be
held in 1917-our 25th anniversary. I
hope I may be allowd space to speak also
of ,ny personal joy at being once more
within the dear old walls, surrounded
by the familiar faces , especially a few
members of the class of '92. Altho I
have not been engaged in teaching for a
period of ten years, and have been widely separated from all my former frie nds
of the teaching profession, I have been
activly engaged in the work of the Yonng
\Vomen's Christian Association in three
states. I have never lost my interest in
Normal or the friends of Normal days,
especially my classmates, and have often
pointed with legitimate pride to some
me111ber of our class who had achievd
honor or distinction in his or her chosen
field or profession . I !Jave never felt the
least iuclination to <lisown a single me111ber o f '92. So far as I am able to learn
a ll have made good even to the least of us.
F;lmer Cavins and Lura Eyestone are
now honored members of the faculty of
our Alma Mater> and to them we as
classmates owe very much indeed for
their untiring efforts in ke~ping us in
touch with one another and for the lwrty
welcome home which they are sure to
give when one of us happens to drop in ,
and this we so 111uch appreciate, for we
feel lonesome, as Wt! must, for things
as well as folks have changed at Normal
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in twenty years. Perhaps I might tell of
my experience and it mny sometimes
h ave been the experience of others, but
we hope, and Miss Ryestone is determ•
ind, while she i's there, that never again
shall a member of the class of '92 feel so
forlorn as 1 1 when, 011 commencement
day in June, 1911, after weeks of anticipation, for I had not been back to Normal in many ye::ars,l attended the Alumni
dinner and business meeting following.
I found. 110 n1ember of my class to greet
me, but stilJ I lookt about in expectation
feeling sure that several must be there
and that they would appear later- but as
the roll of classes was cald, and '90 and
'91 resporn.J.ed, tny eager expectations
grew more i ntense and when 1 92 was
cald I proudly arose and lookt abou tdear classmntes, you will scarcely believe
me, but I was st:rnding nlone. I am
sure you can imagine my feelings. As
soon as I found opportunity I inquired
for :Elmer Cavi11s and J...,ura .Eyestone::, for
of course they must he somewh ere nbout.
I was told 1 however, that when last seen
they were boarding an cast-bound train
together; it developt, however, that
Elmer went 011 to Europe, (alone) while
Lura stayd in New York to receive a
<legree at Te'1chers' Co1lege. \Ve have
forgiven these hvo for thus running
away, si nee the <lelighlful evening spent
with a few of t h e m e mbers of the class
on the evening of F ebruary 17, the occ.'lsion of Founders' Day Banquet. When
the invitation to the banquet came it was
put aside with very little thought, altho
I would gladly have gone twice the distance to pay honor to our dear frie nd
and teacher I Mr. lVIcCormick, in whose
honor the banqut was to be held. A few
days later a not e fro111 Miss :E yestone,
saying, "Reunion of Class of '92. Com e!"
was receivd.
I immediately began to plan to go, and
I did go, and how different was my experience from the one in June . Mr.
Cavins and Miss Eyestone gave a warm
wdcome indeed to all of us who fou nd
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it possible to be present. Notises had
been sent out nnd a meeting cald for
four o'clock . Mi nnie \Vith am 1 Sam
Holder, Mr. Cavins and Miss Eyestone
were the only ones who could be present
at the meeting.
C ha rlie Giffith got
lost among the many new huildings and
rooms bilt since he was th ere and could
not find the meeti ng place 1 \.Vrightonian
Hall . Many interesting letters and messages sen t by members of the class were
r ed-· items and jokes front the • 1ndex,"
that immortal volume which first saw
the light in '92 , wer e rered and !aught
over I and after deciding to have a reunion
on our 25th anni,·ersary in 1917, all adjournd to the banquet h all. A special
table had been arrangd and the member s
of the class present at the banquet were,
Frank Illair (the Honorable Francis G.
Blair) l\1innie \1/itham, I-1ura Eyestone,
Charlie Gr.iffith 1 Eltuer Cavins, Sam
Holder, and Jessie Peasley. Of course,
we were all proud of Mr. Blair as he
acted in the ca1x1city of toast-master; but
wh y shouldn t he be proficient in that
Hu e, and why shouldn't we be proud of
him, for as one of our number recald, he
first serv<l i n t h at capacity nt our SeniorJunior banquet Jun e 17, '92, a nd has
kept it up ever since. It was a most
happy occasion for every World's Fair
Senior present, ·and we all agreed to
Loost for 1917. In the letters receivd
one or two said, and r ightfully, had t h ey
known sooner they 111ight have come;
surely no one can give that excuse in
1917. Classmates of '92, please remember
- time, February 1917 1 Normal, Illinois
- event, reunion of the class of '9225th anniversary and Founders' Day.
Twenty-five years is a good while, a
quarter of a century , but for these 25
years we have all been doing our share
of the work of the world, ancl what do
years matter to us? Let u s come together
and visit again the familiar scenes and
some unfamiliar, for time has brought
many chauges. On the campus we now
see several bildings, t he uew science
1

1
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hall, the beautiful gymnasium, t he 11ew
Thomas Metcalf school now i n course of
construction, and un<loutedly i n 1917
there will be the dormitory and the
Model Farm. The trees are the same,
but more magnificent t h an in our time,
altho we t h ought nothing could be more
beauti ful than our campus was then.
L et us renew friendships and receive
strength and encouragement from hearing of the achievements of each o t h e r in
the years past and pledge anew our faith
and loyalty to each other and to our
Alma Mater .
Gree tings were receivd from the following members o f the class who could
not be present: Dr. and Mrs. R . 0. Butterfield, Los Angeles, Cal. ; Dr. Butterfield is a practising physician in that
c ity; Aseuath B . Grier, who is the high
school at Red Bluffs, Cal.; Ellen Connet Detweiler, who is the wife of a promi11e11t attorn ey in Omaha, and the mothe r
of five children; H erbert Hicks, au attorney-at-law in Rockford, Ill.; E tta
Fordyce Brent, Monmouth, Ill.; \V. J.
S utherland, president of PlatlvHle, \.Vis.,
Normal School~ Mary E . Maginnis, Morgan Park, Ill.; E . L . Boyer, principal of
Bloom Township H igh School, Chicago
Heights, Ill.; Charles F . Watt, Lime
Spring, Iowa; Anna Gilbourne L,eopold,
Clny Center, Neb.; Enid Gibson Thayer,
Thompson Fall!-,, Mont.; Mrs. Luther
H atch, De Kalb, Ill.
Ve ry tender mention was made concerni11g the recent denth of our dear
classmate, Luther Hatch, who livd such
a blameless life aud ach ievcl such wonderful success as a teacher, and oUr
harts went out in loving sympathy to
that other classmate, who by his death
is so grievd, Al ma Boyer Hatch.
We are s0r ry the list of those who sent
greetings was not longer, and will not
others send to Mr. Cavius or Miss Eyestone at once a note assuri11g them of
your intention to attend our 25th Anuiversary Reunion .
Let everybody Boost for I 91 7.
Decatur, Illin6is.
JE-:NNJE P1.usr4uv.

Our Curre nt Contribution t o the S ch ools
The following are positions secured for
n ext year by members of the class of '12
and others who were in sch ool last year•
'fEACHL-:RS cor,r.F.GR GRADUA'rES.

Lucil~ Marie Fenton, Atlanta, Ill.
Joseph Nelson Smith , Supt. at Mt.
Olive, Ill.
JN THE SJ,;~IOR

UNUllRGRADUATI.<:S

COLLEGE,

Flora E . Lamb, Latin and Gernrnn at
Atlanta, Ill.
Lee 0. Yoder, Prin .oftheJohn Swaney
school at McNabb, Ill.
NOR1\•IAT, SCHOOL GRAnUA'fI<:S.

Rosa M . Baker, Lovington, Ill.
Carrie M. Blair, Funk school, south of
Shirley.
Eda M. Borgelt, Stanford, Ill.
H-lsie M . Rrusch, Chenoa, Ill.
E t hel M. nuckley, John Swaney
School, McNabb, Ill.
Carrie M . Burtis, \Venona, Ill.
Jane Caldwell, Grammar grades, John
Swaney School, McNabb, !II.
Ress Courtright, primary grade, Oak
Park, Ill.
Edith H . Crossland, primary g rnde,
Sioux City, Iowa.
Zora DeFries, Forest Park, 111.
Lois Diehl, will be secretary for the Y.
W. C. A. at the I. S. N. U .
Vera Edds, Lincoln, Ill.
011:1 Freeman, Paxton, Ill.
Vina Fre itag, upper inh:rmediate
grades, Fulton, Ill.
Anna F. Gearhart, primary grade,
Qui ncy, Ill.
Dorothy G r iggs, music, Lovington , Ill.
Edith Harkins, Gibson City, ·111.
Ethel L . Harpole, H eyworth, Ill.
Virginia Hart, domestic science, Roseville, Ill .
Barbara A. H a rvey, Oak Park, Ill.
Agnes J . Helmreich. Sheldon, Ill.
Leonora Higgins, dom estic science,
Minonk , 111.
M . Grace Huffington, home economics,
Mt. Ve rnon, Ill .
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Mellie John, Tolono, Ill.
Anna Ward K eys, Logan Co.
May Eva Kutzenberger, Batavia, Ill.
Rebekah Lesem, Milwaukee, Wis.
Elvera Lundgren, Lexington, Ill.
Myrtle V. McDaniel, assistant in
domestic sdence, Jam es Millikin Univ.,
Decatur, Ill.
Minnie May, domestic science, Louisville, Ky.
Lucy Normile, domestic science,
Alexis, Ill.
E lsie M . P eterson, Oak Park, Ill.
Mary N. Porter, Heyworth, Ill.
Blanche Pumphrey, Towa nda, Ill.
Freda Rentchler, domestic science, H .
S ., Normal, Ill.
Edna R enlchler, biology in H. S.,
Litchfield, Ill.
Olive Shanklin, g rammar grade, Cerro
Gordo, Ill.
Ruth S mith, Cissna Park, Ill.
Clara Stocker, Fulton , Ill .
Elizabeth Tegarden, primary supervis-

H erbert L. Huffi ngto n, science in H.
S . , H oopeston, Ill.
Harry Lathrop, H . S. P~xton, Ill.
F rank C. Moore, manual training,
Polo, Ill.
Elmer J. Ortman, Sutherlin, Ore.
Ray E . Poplett, manual training, Mattoon, Ill.
Roy A. Ramseyer, Wellington, Ill.
H enry F. Schneider, manual training,
Kankakee, Ill.
Leon G. Selby, nrnnual traiuing ,
Aurora, Ill.
Roy L . Spires, Lovington, Ill.
Moses R. Staker , S upt., Cerro Gordo,
Ill.
Earl G. St evens , Supt., Macki naw, Ill.
Harry L. Welk er, Supt., Waverly, Ill.
Michael C. Welch, Wataga , Ill.
UNDERGRADUAT l!S.

Anna G. Hopkins, music and drawing ,
P etersburg, Ill.
Genevieve Biss, Latin and German,
Neoga, Ill.

or, Bisbee, Ariz.

Alice M. Storm, fifth grade, Batavia,
Ill.
E thel Theis, intermediate grade, Hins~
dale, Ill.
Pearl Tiley, Belleville, Ill.
Florence Wirt, Oak Park, Ill.
Verna Wirt, L eroy, Ill.
F loyd Allison, manual training, New
Harmony, Ind.
Charles A. Illue, Philippine Islands.
Fred K. Bra 110111, Hopedale, Ill .
Leslie 0. Brig ht, Supt., Cary Station,
Ill.
Daniel B. Carroll , Prin. H. S., Litchfield, Ill.
Fred H. Cox , Supt., Wenona, Ill.
Claire D. Dillon, manual training,
Clinton, Ill.
Chester E . Gumn1, manual training ,
Ramona, Okla.
E . Glenn Harper, Urbana, 111.
F loyd L. Heavener, Roseville, Ill.
Bruce Hitch, teacher of Physiology,
D.e partment School , D ecatur, Ill.

,' ',
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Alumni Dinner.
JUNJ,; 5, 19 12.
Mainly thru th e efforts of Misses Grace
Cavins and V ida Chamberlain, the
Alumni o f 19 11 met last Wednesday
afternoon, at 5:30 o'clock, for an in fonual dinner in the Manual Arts build ing.
Mr. Richard Dunn, the former president of the class, cald the class togeth er
anrl a committee was appointed and plans
were made for the dinner.
Several Alumni fron1 Bloon1ington and
Normal were prtsent, as well as those
a ttending the university at present and
out of town g uests- twenty-three in all
were- present. A larger number, however, was expected, but on account of
the rain some faild to be present who
were expected. Those present spent an
en joyable time, a nd a ll were g lad t o be
together once more and talk of t h e days
spe nt in the I. S. N. U. Indeed, such a
plesant time was spent that, after t h e
d inner , it was d ecided that the class
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should meet again in fonr years hence five years from graduation- to have another dinner.
Miss Minnie Courtright was appointed
• as corresponding secretary for the class
meeting in 1916.

*"*
Letters From Charles Blue, '12.
ABOARD S. S . KORF.A, May 15, 1912.
To-morrow we land at Honolulu, and
I want to get a message back to you
from there.
We left San Francisco on time, and it
didn't take long for us to get across the
bay and thru the Golden Gate. After
watching the land fade from sig ht, we
turnd to the more plesant duties of
fighting sea-sickness. I went to bed in
order to beat it, but have been sick several days since. I generally get over it
when I lie down for a while.
The trip is growing monotonous to the
most of us. We run in to schools of porpoises and flying fish occasionally, and
the first day out we past the "Siberia,"
the twin sh ip of the Korea.
There are· 165 first-class passengers on
board and about 300 steerage and secondclass. Th e first-class are mostly teachers or other government employees
bound for Manilla. Those not in the
employment of Uncle Sam are people on
trips around the world, business men,
Japanese returning home, tnissionaries
bound for China, and professional gamblers who follow the boat. The steerage
passengers are mostly Chinese. altho a
few are Hindoos and Japs. The Chinese
gamble all the time. Some of the other
passengers are not much better- probably due to the monotony.
The young fellows who are going over
as teachers might be clast as good, bad,
and indifferent. Many of them are from
college and think they have a mortgage
on the Philippine Islands. I am thinking
they will get over t hat in two months.
We shall be judged there by what we do,
and not by the letters that follow our
names.
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They are· certainly treating us well on
this trip. We get three square meals
and four lunches per day.
To-night the passengers are to give an
entertainment something 111usical I fear.
A Filipino band gives us 111usic at
meals. They had a dance last night on
deck. We are now in the Torrid Zone,
in Lat. 23 degrees 22 minutes this morn,
always pushing to the southwest.
May 22, 1912.
Another letter before we reach Japan.
We landed in Honolulu a little after 8
o'clock on May 16, and left at 5 that
afternoon. It was a fine day and we enjoyd it very much. I have never seen
a place that I liked as well as I did Hawaii.
I wish I could have stay<l there. The
city of Honolulu is bilt on a fairly good
harbor, while back of it the mountains
rise to a hight of 3,500 feet. They are
different from the other mountains I have
seen, bee&use they are coverd with grass
to the top. There is very little other
vegetation, but with the clouds hanging
over them they make the fi nest scener y
I have ever seen. We made a trip to the
gap in them, known as the Pali. We
also visited the crater of an extinct volcano, and the beach where the surf riding
was going on . The beauty of Hawaii is
not all in the mountain scenery though.
Its streets and yards, lined with palms
and flowers, make it a place where a
person could be satisfied at any time.
We left Honolulu about 5 o'clock and
by night were out of sight of land. We
have been in that condition since, and it
is now May 23.
I am now used to the life on the boat,
and am able to pass the time away much
better. I am really getting r ested; I
sleep eight to twelve hours a day, and
loaf or read the rest of the time.
It is beginning to dawn upon me that
I am really out of the United States, and
am getting very far away from the people and
things
I knew.
Some
t imes when I wake in t he morning the
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life and work of Norma l fills my mind,
but the rocking of the boat soon brings
me to a rea1i7...ation of my surroundings,
a nd I know that for me those things are
no 1nor e. However, I do not <lred the
work I am going into, b ut look upon it
as an opportunity.
Give my best to all the boys in the
summe r school whom I know.
M ANII,LA, June 6, 1912.
Arrived here the morning o f June 4.
Disgusted with the amount o f red tape.
Paid $100 a month meanwhile.
A g reat n1any Americans are o n the
islands. Eight th ousand sold iers and as
nrn.ny mo re in government employ or in
business for themselvs.
I saw Gresham Gr iggs the o ther even ing. He sails for the United States on
J une 8th.

June 8, 1912.
I got my assignme nt yesterday. I mn
to go to the Island o f Negros, to the
·province of "Occidenta l Negros." I
leave here tlus afternoon. I don't know
what my work will be. We who came
so late will have to take what is left.
BACOr.o·r, OccrnEN'rAI, NEGROS, P. I.
I am on my road to my station. I reacht

here, the headquarters o f the Division
Superintendent, by a variety· of boats and
have fifty mil es now to ma ke on horseback with my baggage . I will the n be
about 425 miles south of Manilla, in a
place wher e l will compose the entire
white population . I have been put in to
supervisory work I with my hedquarters
at Kabankalan. Write me about commencement week an<l sumtner school.
Addr ess Kabankalan, Occidental Negros,
P. I.

C H ARLES M. BLUE.

**·•
Personals
Mrs. Sarah E. Raymond Fitzwilliams
'66 will go abroad in September and will
probably be gon e a year.
,·'",
,.••'

Miss Anna C. Gates '68 is at presen t
spending several months in E urope .
Mrs. Charles H. Turner '83 is spending the summer in New York and
vicinity.
Miss Mabel Stark '06 is a member of
the Faculty of the I. S. N . U . during the
second summer term. Miss Stark who
has been at the Platteville, Wisconsin,
Normal, during the past year, will continue her work there in the fal l.
Mr. William A. Otto '01 is teach ing
E nglish Literature at the I. S. N. U.
<luring the present summer tern1.
Miss L ucy Jane Motlier '03 will t each
at Rutland next year.
Miss Essie Chamberlain '08 r esignd
her position of High School Principal at
Sullivan, a position which she had fild
with the greatest satisfaction to every
one for four years, and will study in the
University oi Chicago next year.
Miss Mable Gentry '09 resignd h er
position in Decatur this year a nd will
5tudy in the Univ.,rsity o f Chicago next
year. Miss Gentry was Instructor in
Grammar at the I. S . N. U. this summer.
Mr. George Mounce ' 10 is teaching
P hysics at the I. S . N . U. th is summer.
H e has accepted the position of I nstructor in Science in the Townsh ip H ig h
School at LaSalle for next year.
Mr. J ohn H. Whitt~n '99 who is Assistant in Botany at the Univer sity o f Illinois is I nstructor in Biology at th e I. S .
N. U. during the summer tenn.
Miss Martha Patterson '09 spent two
weeks in June visiting her sister and
friends i n Normal. She h as spent the
greater part of the summer studying in
the university of Chicago and will return
to Montevallo, Ala . , in September.
Miss Bertha A. Sidwell '09 spent t he
first summer term studying at the I. $.
N. U .

Clarence W. Adams ' 11 has accepted a
position in the h igh school at Phoenix,
Arizona at $1400 for next year.
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Mr. George Larson, '01, manager of
the Independent Harvester Co., at Des
Moines, Iowa, spent severnl <lays in
Normal during commencent week . He
came to Normal a strong opponent of the
reform spelJing movement, but he went
away with an armful of literature on the
other side of the question. We have
had no report of his opinion on the subject since.
On July 29, Archie C. Norton, representiv of the Benj. H. Sanborn Publishing House, came to Normal and discoverd three of his classmates of the class
o f ' 99, viz: J. L. Price r, J. H. Whitten,
and Clarence Bonnell, all connected with
the Biology depasment of the summer
term. All four took dinner together at
the Illinois hotel in Bloomington, nnd
exchanged news of other members of
the class.
Miss Esther Foster of Oak Park, is
spending h er summer vacation with her
home folks in Normal.
Mr. Perry Hiles has accepte<l the position of superintendent of schools at
Granite City for next year.
Charles Blue, one of the Seniors last
year, has won seconrl prize in the normal
school set of the Peace Prize Essay Contest of the American Sch ool Peace
League. This is a great honor' itH\Sw
much as t he contest was open to stu<lents
all over the world, fifteen essays being
receiv<l from Belgium, two from Italy,
one froJU India, and one from Australia,
besides O\'er a hundred American essays.
Mr. Blue used largely the same production in the Inter-Society contest, winning a point for Wrightonia.
Miss Minnie Vautrin, who graduated
from Normal University with the class of
1907, and who a fterward finsht the
course at the University of Illinois, is
visiting with friends in Normal. She
expects to leave soon for China, where
she will teach in the girls' school. While
here she made an e nviable record as a
student and speaker and last year won
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the highest g rades of any woman senior
at Illinois.

Engagements
On Thursday, June 27, at a luncheon
the engageme nt of Miss Mary I,ouise
T ucker of the class of '10 to Mr. Charles
Harrison of Cuba , Ill., was announce<l .
The wedding will take place Wednesday,
Aug. 28th at t he home of the bride's
parents. -Pantagraph.

Mr. and Mrs. James Gildersleeve of
Hudson announce the engagement of
their daughter, Alice Marie to Mr. Ralph
Sunkel of Scotlanrl, Ill. The wedding
to occur in August.
The engagement of
'08 to Dr. Robinson
has been announced.
take place in the earl.v

Miss Gladys Uhls
of East St. Louis
The wedding will
autumn.

*

·:f %

Weddings.
'10. Miss Jessie Malcolm, of Carbon
Hill, Ill., to Dr. B. La,.arski, of 1793
Michigan Ave., Chicago, on June 19, '12 .
'10. Miss Marianna Deverell, of Richmond, Ky., to Mr. John G. Koch, of
Richmond, Ky., on May 13, 1912.
'05. Miss· Ida May Anderson, of
Seattle, Wash., to Mr. Rollo Harris
Works, of Seattle, on Wednesday, April
24, 1912.
.
FREET~AND-WATSON

On July 14th at the Episcopal church
in Quincy, Ill., Mr. Harvey Freeland,
'08, and Miss Hele na Watson, of Griggsville, were married. After leaving Normal where he had won many honors in
oratory and society work, Mr. Freeland
taught in Quincy where he met Miss
\Vntson who was also teaching there.
Mr. Freeland is now teaching manual
training in Minneapolis and he has completed two year's work in the law department at the University in Minnesota.
Miss Watson is also well known in
Normal, being a sister of Mrs. Frank
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Sherman (Miss Alice Perle Watson) who
was formerly a training teacher here and
is also an alumnus. Mr. and Mrs. Freeland will be at home to their friends
after Sept. 1st in Minneapolis.
SCHUJ,TZ- HUFFINGTON

June 19th at 3:30 p. m . o'clock at
the home of Miss Anna Schultz, 403 N .
Linden street occurcl the marriage of Mr.
H erbert Huffington, '12, and Miss Anna
Schultz, Rev. E. A. Gilliland officiating.
Mr. Huffington graduated with this
year's class at the University with a good
record and has accepted a position to
teach science next year in the Hoopeston
High School.
Miss Schult, is also well known in
in Normal a nd Bloomington and is a
graduate of Grny school of music at
Bloomington. The young couple will
reside in Hoopeston next year.- Pantagraph.
MA'I'HIS-

EVk~RLV

Miss Carrie Mathis, '09, was married
to Mr. Harold E. Everly, June 15, in
Evanston. They will leave Chicago for
Port Aelgre, Brazil where Mr. Everly
has accepted a position as Director of
Manual Arts in the Port Aelg r e schools.
He graduated at Columbia this spring.

***
Births
Little Hope Haney arrivd at the home
of Mr. an<l Mrs. Louis Haney, (Anna M.
Stephenson, '02,) on May 14th. Mrs.
Haney and little da ughter are spending
the months of July and August with her
sister in Oak Park.
PARENTS OF A BOY.

Word has been receive! of the arrival of
a nine-pound son, Thomas Morse Barger ,
jr., at the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. M.
Ba rger, at Clyde, Ill. 111r. Barger is a
former Normal boy and graduate of the
University. After leaving here he took
his degree at the University of Illinois,
and the past two years has been at the
bed of the science department in the high
school at Clyde, near Chicago,

A little <laughter was born on April 21
to Mr. an<l Mrs. Walter C. Dakin, ( Genevieve Clark, '00,) of 7744 Muskegan
Ave. , Chicago.
CLIPPINGS
Returnd from Philippines.

Mr. Herbert McKean, '08, who for the
past three years has been teaching in the
Philippine Islan<ls, return<l to Normal
yesterday, completing his trip around
the globe. He has been teaching at
Cavite on Manila Bay, which was the o ld
Spanish navy yard. The town is but an
hour's ride from Manila and on a number of occasions h e visited Mr. Gresham
Griggs, who was locate<l there. The
first year that Mr. McKean was in the
P hilippines he taught at Leyte, but was
transferd the second year to Cavite.
While a t Cavite he had charge of the industrial work in the schools there and
was the in<lustrial work inspector of that
province. For t he past few days he has
been in Princeton, Ill., visiting nt the
home of his brother, Mr. L. A. McKean.
Mr. McKean will not return to the
Philippines next year, but expects to att end the university here to take some
post graduate work. He will leave today for Chicago to make a short business
trip.- Pantagraph, Aug. 1, '12.

Birney "Nine" Hold Fourth Reunion.
Mrs. A. C. Norton gave a week end
house party at her home, 1468 West
Decatur, at which t ime she entertained
the following guests: Mrs. Herbert
Bassett an<l daughter, Irene, of Macomb,
Mrs. Walter Hall and son of Latham,
Mrs. Hen;y F. Stout and children, Genevieve and George, of Pawnee, Mrs. Geo.
A. Hines and daughter, Nadine, of Decatur, Miss Blanch Gilbert of ElPaso, Miss
Jennie E. Wells of Elwin. Regrets were
receiv<l from 111rs. D. D. Kinsil of
Shelbyville and Mrs. Linness Pierce of
Centerburg, Ohio.
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Fifteen years ago these women were
schoolmates at Normal. all boarding at
the Birney club, fro m which the name,
lbe Birney Nine, originated. Since
leaving Normal they have held four
reunions as follows: El Paso, June, 1897;
Cham paign, August, 1901; Normal, June,
1907, and Decatur, July, 1912.
At noon Tuesda1• Mrs. George A. Hines,
993 E. Eldorado, entertained th e guests
at a dinner party. The out of town
people left Tuesday for their homes.
- Decatur Review- July 29.

Will Wed Today.
Miss Flora Moore, '10, of Springfield
a nd Mr. George Cade, who was r ecently
elected to t he position o f eighth grade
critic her e for the coming year, will be
married today at t he home cf the parents
of t h e bride, Mr. and Mrs. R . M. Moore,
1426 South F irst street, in Spring field.
The wedding was announcd some time
ago thru the columns of the Pantagraph,
and the many friends of the teacher in
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this city will be further interested in the
event o f today. They will take up their
residence in Normal t he first of Sepsem•
ber.- Pantagraph, Aug. 1, ' 12.

**-•

Gaind Honors.

Charles V. O'Hern, of '09, was h er e
this summer . After leaving here in '09,
he went to the University of Illinois,
where hereceivd his A. B. degree in 1910.
During the past two year s he has been a t
Yale, and graduated with an excellent
recor d . He was one of the editors of
the Yale Forum t his year, the year-book
publish! by that institution, and was a
member of the Yale Law Journal Board
for which he wrote many articles. He
also won the first prize of $50 in t he
annual debating contest. He receivd
class honors in law and was elected a
member of the honorary society cald the

Ch i Tau Kappa.
Mr. O'Hern will open a law offis with
his brother, Thomas L. O'Hern, '09, in
Peoria this fall.-[Pantagraph .
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PAUL YATES, M ..nager
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624 South Michigan Avenue
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In the past we have placed in l ucrative positions a large n um ber of
t h e alumn i a nd students of t h e Illinois Stat e Normal Un iversity . We prefer
i/j
~ them to the g raduates of any other state normal school in the U nited States.
There is n o m onth in the year wh en we could not p lace some o f them as
0 g rade teach ers, and it is a not infrequent occurren ce to land t hem i n good
· · h igh school positions. W rit e us for further information.
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!The McCullough Teachers' Agency !
j
r

A Successful School and College Bureau
J. F. McCULLOUGH

·

GEO. T. PALMER

j

1

i All calls for teachers direct from school authorities. Positive per- :
I
sonal recommendations. Competent teachers in demand.
I
i
Registration fee $1.00. Write us.
i

I Telephone Harrison 3921

I

i 80 E. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS i
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5 The Albert Teachers' Agency~
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623 S. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO.

Ten thousand positions filled. GRADE TEACHERS are very much
wanted for good positions paying from $60 to $90 a month in the heat ,choola.
Good demand for teachera of Manual Training and Domestic Se;ience.
This Agency ia one of the oldest, moat reliable and heat eatablialied in the
~ country. Send for "Teaching as a Buaineu".
Address
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j Spokane, Wash.
ices Boise, Idaho
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Chicago, Ill.
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Positions For Teachers
For September.

;

WOMEN for positions in Graded and High Schools and for special work,

I

such aa Domestic Science and Art, Music, Drawing, etc.
ereatly on experience and other qualifications.

m

m

Write t;:~tf~~~;tg;;;~~i;~.ar;.GENCY

B. F. Clark, President
Chicago, Steinway Hall
Lincoln, Neb., lat Nat, Bank Bldg.
Spokane, Wash., Peyton Block
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Salaries depend tSj
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THOMAS METCA LF TRAINING SCHOOL BIi.DING

